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A Perfect 10 
Perfection is elusive. But when achieved, things come together perfectly. What's true in life is also 

true in audio production software. Introducing Sound Forge.- Pro 10 software, the 10th version of the 

legendary audio editing and mastering application. This one scores a perfect 10. 

Long the professional standard for analyzing, recording, editing, producing, converting and resampling 

audio, Sound Forge Pro 10 makes a great thing even better with these new features: event-based 

editing, integrated disc-at-once CD burning, élastique Pro timestrech and pitch shift plug-in, plus the 

Mastering Effects Bundle 2 powered by iZotope--valued at over $200, and more. 

Sound Forge Pro 10 delivers the ultimate all-in-one production suite for professional audio recording 

and mastering, sound design, audio restoration, and Red Book CD creation. Power. Stability. Reliability. 

This one's perfect. 

Visit your favorite retailer or www.sonycreativesoftware.com/perfect to learn more. 

SON , 

•+: 

Sound Forge Pro 10 

Sound Forge Pro 10 

Copyright 2010 Sony Creative Software Mc All rights reserved SONY and make believe are Ikademarks of Sony Corporation 

Professional Digital Audici Production Suite 
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AT4080 
Bidirectional Ribbon 

M c roph one 

AT4081 
Bidirectional F.ibbon 

Microphone 

METAlliance; 

"These are gorgeous mics." 

DownBeat March 2010 

"From the recording perspective, [the AT4080] may well be 

one of the top mics I've ever heard. If you need an amazing 

large ribbon mic for your studio, look no further than the 

AT4080. If you're after a ribbon mic that will make your 

guitars scream onstage, get yourself an AT4081." 

FOH Magazine June 2010 

EXPERIENCE MORE 
.: INSPIRED SOUND:. 

"The 4080 is a marvelous microphone." 

MIX August 2010 

"I'm loving the AT4080 and AT4081 — enough so that I purchased 

the review units." 

Tape Op July/August 2010 

"These ribbons aren't sissies! These ribbons will rock and take 

sonic abuse, opening up a new world of appropriate ribbon mic 

applications." 

Pro Audio Review July 2010 

"The AT4080 yielded great results on just about everything I 

tested it on." 

Gearwire.com 

"[The AT4081] is capable of taking on massive SPLs and is built 

like a Sherman tank— it will easily handle the heat of rock ' n' roll!' 
Premier Guitar November 2010 

"The prices seem to define them as mid- level ribbons, but their 

performances clearly have them nipping at the heels of all the 

top-shelf ribbons!' 

Pro Sound News August 2010 

"Remarkable ribbons ... Highly recommended!' 

Electronic Musician June 2010 

Believe everything you hear Audio-Technica's first- ever ribbon microphones, the AT4080 and AT4081 

deliver silky smooth, classic sound along with remarkable durability and phantom-powered active 

electronics Wherever your passion for music takes you, experience more. ; 

AT , 080 & AT4081 Bidirectional Ribbon Microphones _ 

• Smooth, warm and natural high-fidelry sound 

• Groundbreaking ribbon design with 13 patents pending 
• MicroLinear' ribbon imprint for supe-ior durability 

• Dual ribbon construction for increase-I sensitivity 
• Powerful N50 neodymium magnets br high output leve 

• Ultra-fine mesh helps protect against ribbon damage 
• High-SPL capability and extended frequency response 

• Phantom-poweren 

impedance and higher output for maximum 
compatibility with microphone preamplifiers 
• Handmade production - including ribbon corrugation, 
imprint & assembly 

• Backed by Audio-Technica's 5-year warranty audio-technica 
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On Showroom of Compassion, the 

Sacramento anti-establishment rockers take 

the recording process into their own hands to 

create their first album in six years. 
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What do you get when you hole up at a 

Portland farm and channel Neil Young's 
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Is Dead, the ultimate barn record. 
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Looking to beef up your low end? Check out 

Craig Anderton's rundown on the latest crop 

of bass amp sims, and learn some killer tricks 

for getting the most out of dedicated effects. 
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• R20 dual channel mic pe 

• R22 dual channel compressor 

• R24 dual channel 4 band equarlzer 

• $ 1,195 MSRP 

44.4) 

With its historic Pedigree, superior sonic Integrity, and rugged 

build Quality, every JDK product represents extraordinary Value. 

JDK Audio by API 

www.jdkaudio.com 

It JDK AUDIO I 
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e nfl Posh with Production 
Brighton, U.K. elec,tro-meets-indie rock ensemble The 

Go! Team generated instant attention w ith 2004's 
debut Thunder, Lighting, Strike, an expertly choreo-

graphed collage ot sample bombs and live record-

ings. Led by cut n-paste maestro Ian Parton, The Go! 
Team's poly-cultdral troupe furthered its mark with 

2007's buoyant proof of Youth. Now Parton has con-
structed Rolling Blackouts, a 13-track halfway house 

between hi- and lo-fi, using panning and processing 
d shade and allow for a com-

to contrast ligiu 
pelling, more consumable listening session. 

'We proved we're anti-production, so we can try to 30 samples per song. 
and get a bit more posh on this record," Parton Key effects—according to Parton's brother 

says, laughing. "Overload, excessiveness .that was Gareth, who shared album mixing duties with Sam 

always an aesthetic choice. But on this record, we Williams at the Fortress, London, and Temple 
eased back on the harshness, and got a wider Sound, Oxford—included Alan Smart compressors, 

spectrum with a more solid, chunky bottom end, GML EO, UA 1176 limiter, Valley People Dynamite w hile rounded on the top as well:' limiter/expanders, Culture Vulture valve distortion 

The Go! Tearri hasn't forsaken handmade for units, and a Tascam 4-track Portastudio's intention-
£1,000-a-day studio clarity. W ithin Pro Tools, Parton ally overloaded mic pres for furry distortion, and 

collected breakbeats nicked from records, acoustic wow and flutter on certain stems. As a final thicker 

guitar licks, and harmonies sung into phones, as well ing agent, certain songs were dumped to Studer 

as SampleTank SampleTron mellotron and Vienna A710 cassette tape recorder, adding a tangibly 

Symphonic Library brass arrangements, w hich he then tighter bottom end and a shaved high extension. 

assembled into guide tracks that he took to the band. The overriding focus was on tonal excitement, jus 

The sextet gathered in Brighton Electric studios with a less unrelenting dynamic slam. "I like the idea of movement with a bit of men; 
to it. People think of us as a party band, but it's 

always been action music to me...mining for forç 
ten sounds, salvaging them, and re-contextualizi 

them by placing different eras and genres agair 
one another," says Parton. Tony Ware 

11111101100 

111111111111 

Interview eitras 
with Ian Palon 

More Online! eqmag.comliebruary2011 
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to track live bass, drums, guitar, and brass, using 

creative miking, re-amping, and etuning to 
establish a cavernous, crunchy sound. Mics 

placed down corridors and set against bound-

aries were blended, as was a stereo pair of low-

level Grundig Bakelite 1950s station announcer 
microphones, for a solid drums foundation. Next, 

tracks went to Partons home studio, where addi-

tional guitars, vocals, and instrumentation (including 

glockenspiel, banjo, harmonica, autoharp, and hand-

laps) were captured and masked to layer with up 



Has the HOTTEST Tools for Mixing, Plus FREE Shipping, 
a FREE Warranty, and FREE Tech Support! 

Antares 
Mic Modeler EFX 

Cange the 
Mic Selection — 

During the Mix! 
Not satisfied with a mic choice 
during tracking? Don't sweat 

it. Use this affordable plug-in 
to make the switch! Just tell 

it the mic that was used, and 
Antares will work some magic 
to get the vibe of the classic 
mic you want. 

matk. 
helm, 

r$50 Cash Back Rebate! Get it at Sweetwater before February 28, 2011, and save $50! 

Slate Pro Audio 
Dragon 

, Fire-breathing Compressor — $50 Cash Back Rebate! 
This FET compressor sports three character settings to give you maximum 
flexibility, from vintage flavor to all-out modern squash. Get it at Sweetwater 
before February 28, 2011, and save $50! 

-1111111111111MIIIIIme-

Focal 
Solo6 Be 

These Monitors Get 

Rave Reviews! 
Find out w4 legions of 
top mix engineers are 
bringing these Focals into 
their studios! You'll hear 

music with a purity and 
a neutrality you've never 

known before. 

Euphonix 
MC Control 

flow Compaible with Pro Tools 9! 

Use this premium control surface to instantly speed 

up your workflow. It's decked out with a touchscreen, 
motorized faders, loads of customizable controls, and 
now full-on compatibility with Pro Tools 9! 

Mics to mixers, computers to compressors — 
Sweetwater always has the HOTTEST music gear in stock and ready to go! 

Call MOW 222-4700 or order now at Sweetwaler.com. 

FREE 
Professional 
Advice 

We're here to help 
answer your questions. 

ShIPPING 

FREE Shipping 
Almost everything ships 

to you for free. 

SvveetCare 
www , weftwatel.com/uppori 

e:LL 
ZLL 

ELI. — 

FREE Technical Support 
Krowledgeable pros are here 

to back you up. 

FREE Warranty 
You won't find free 2- year coverage 

like this anywhere else. 

LOWESTPossible _ 

. Prices 

LOWEST Possible Prices 
Get the gear you want, 

at the right price. 



The Song as the Instrument 
Ask Amos Lee a simple question and he'll give you a 
poetic answer. What prompted his new songs, heard 

to rich relief on his fourth album, Mission Bell? 

"Through the hardship," Lee muses, "through the 

travel, through the commitment, and through the 

compromise, there are relics that survive. Like the 

mission bell, that's what rings out to ensure people 

to be present in the moment and to understand 

what they are. These songs are what remained after 

some of the hardships that created these songs!' 

Amos Lee speaks often of being " in the moment," 

but Mission Bell evokes feelings of reflection, travel, 

and epic circumstances. Produced by Calexico's 

Joey Burns, engineered by Craig Schultz, and mixed 

by Craig Schumacher at his WaveLab Studios in 

Tucson, Mission Bell recalls ' 70s folk stylists Eric 

Anderson, Jesse Winchester, and seminal country 

rock icon Tracy Nelson. As always, Lee's high tenor 

is key to his rangy songs. 

"Always, I am just trying to be present," Lee says. 

"Not thinking too much. In the studio, you can get 

real ahead of yourself. Or behind yourself. What 

Craig Schumachet 
shares mix details 

More Online! eqmag.comifebruary2011 

you're supposed to be doing, all that stuff. I've 
learned that the less focused I am on what the end 

part is supposed to be, the better off I am. We 

record a lot live; I don't do a lot of overdubbing. I 

don't like to comp too much; it's tedious. I'm fine 

with imperfection some of the time. Especially if it's 

for the performance!' 
Recording vocal and guitar tracks live with Calex-

ico, treating different takes as versions to be 

improved upon or dismissed, Lee didn't really bother 
with preparation; he has prepared all his life. "I never 

warm up:' Lee says. "I probably should; I just don't 

do it. Warming up to record vocals is just part of 

what you do every day. If we start at noon, I am not 

going to sit in a room and make all those funny 

sounds. Not going to do it. If we have to sing 

through a song a couple times and then take a 

break, maybe that's what it is. It's more of getting 

into the moment of the music. 
"Half of the record we recorded, I was pretty sick 

with a virus:' Lee adds. "I was sneezing and cough-

ing all over everybody. But I just sang thro.igh it. I 

hate to sound simplistic, but I didn't care. I knew the 

songs would come through. I don't shout n the stu-

dio, I just want to serve the songs. We wanted to 

capture performances so that everything had its 

place in the music, and the vocal was just part of 

that. The song is the instrument!' Ken Micallef 
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superior 
sound 
X 

Roland's OCTA-CAPTURE is the new leader in portable 

USB 2.0 audio interfaces. Featuring 10 inputs and 10 

outputs— including eight premium- grade mic preamps— 

OCTA-CAPTURE's superb sound, ease of use, and ultra 

lcw-latency performance make it the top choice for 

anyone doing multi- channel computer- based recording, 

from hobbyists to demanding audio professionals. 

• One-touch AUTO-SENS automatically sets 
the perfect input levels, making it quick 
and easy to record a drum kit or a full band 

• Eight premium grade mic preamps built with superior 
components for pristine, transparent sound 

• Cross- platform (Windows and Mac) VS Streaming 
drivers for extreme low- latency performance 

• Four independent, latency- free monitor mixers 
and onboard DSP powering input dynamics, 
reverb, and more 

• Combine two OCTA-CAPTURE units for 16 mic pres, 
all seamlessly controlled by one driver 

• Multi- channel recording and playback at rates 
up to 24-bit/192 kHz 

• Cakewalk Production Plus Pack OVO includes 
Cakewalk Sonar 8.5 LE ( PC) and more... 

Visit RolandL.1.5 com/OCTACAPTLIRE to find out more about 

the new BETA-CAPTURE from Roland. li=?Roland 



elysia Alpha Compressor Plug-In 
What VST/AU/TDM/RIAS/Venue plug in version of elysia's discrete Class A mastering compressor 

Why r's a mastering toolbox, but includes a mixing version for mix bus operation as well. 

How Features include Mid/Side and stereo processing, feedback and feedforward compression, Auto 

Fast modes for attack and release, integrated audio and sidechain filters, onboard parallel compression, 

switchable signal coloration, and additional soft- clip limiters. Requires iLok. 

Price $299 

Web www elysia ccm 

Neyrinck 
V-Control and 
V-Control Pro 
iPad Apps 
for Pro Tools 
What iPad apos that access transport, 

editing, and mixing functions of wifi-

connected Pro Tools systems 

Why Remote control of Pro Tools sys- I I— 

tems through a multi-touch interface streamlines workflow. 

how V-Contro provides core features for portable, mouse-free recording/mixing, while V-Control 

Pro offers a level of control comparable to hardware control surfaces. Features include a big counter 

overlay. swipe gesturing to bank channels, and a pop-over plug- n editor. 

Price V-Control Pro $49.99. V-Control $19 99 

Web www.neyrinck.dom 

Toontrack 
Metalheads EZX 
What Expansion pack for Toontrack's EZdrumner or Superior 

Drummer AUNST/RTAS plug-ins 

Why Add ha-dcore meta drumming to your productions. 

How Includes two drum sets recorded specifically for metal 

music, but also features 12 songs by the extreme metal band 

Meshuggah, with drums played by Tomas Haake and 

captured as MIDI files, which you can customize and use 

your own productions. 

Price $89 

Web www.toontrack.corr by David Albin 

411 prIces are MSRP unless stated otherwise 
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Soundminer 
HD Plus Edition 
What Workflow tools for audio professionals 

Why Streamline searching and other project-management 

f inctions for popular production programs. 

How Available functions include Mac/Windows search 

engine, batch conversion engine (including sample rate con-

version), integrated metadata management too, sound design 

tool, DSP processing host, scalable server for multiple users, 

web publishing vehicle, and tracking/metrics system. Supports 

spot-to-timeline for Pro Tools 8/9, Final Cut Pro, Soundtrack 

Pro, Logic 9, Pyramix, and Cubase/Nuendo 5. 

Price $399 

Web www.soundminer.com 

Nomad Factory 
Magnetic Plug-In 
What Tape sound emulation/warmer AU/RTASNST plug-in 

Why Add a vintage, tape-like character to digital audio tracks. 

How Variable parameters include tape speed, saturation, tape 

color effects, separate low- and high-frequency vintage-style ECis, 

and built-in boost. 

Price $199 

Web www.nomadfactory.com 

Rupert Neve 
Designs 517 
Pre/DI/Comp 
What 500 Series module based on the Portico 5017 Mobile Pre 

Why You can finally find a Rupert Neve Designs preamplifier, 

instrument amplifier, and compressor in a compact format. 

How The preamp incorporates the same transformer as in the 5017; 

the compressor uses optical technology and a simplified interface— 

there's a single threshold control with auto make-up gain and a fixed 

2:1 ratio. Other features include Dl circuitry with DI/mic blending 

and variable phase, and "Silk" harmonic distortion texture cortrol. 

Price $950 

Web www.rupertneve.com  

Universal Audio SSL Plug-Ins 
What VST/AU/RTAS plug-ins that ri.n on UAs UAD-2 DSP card 

Why Models the " sourd" of some of SSUs most acclaimed modules 

How The SSL E Series Channel Strip emulates the SSL E-series console (both 

"black" and " brown" EQs, cut filters, compressor, and gate); the SSL G Series 

Bus Compressor ernulates its namesake, including the Auto Fade feature. Both 

are licensed and authenticated by SSL. 

Price E Series Channel Strip $299, G Series Bus Compressor $249 

Web www.uaudio.mni  
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r Technct!ogy minimalists Cake return 
?e4 e to tttiéiiiro Id of Projpols and - 

plug-Ins-but not wit"iiSut a fight 



Cake's John McCrea lives in 2011, but his stance is pure 1948. 

Cake is the last anti-establishment band, and McCrea is its prickly 

circus barker, a deceptively mellow fellow veiling lyrics rich In 

social criticism and harangues at a bloated America within the 

band's primitive-sounding, almost folk productions. His mindset 

extends to Cake's recording aesthetic: Showroom of Compassion, 

the Sacramento quintet's first album since 2004's Pressure Chief, 

was entirely recorded, mixed, and mastered using solar power. 

Self-produced and self-engineered, Showroom of Compassion 

revels in McCrea-speak, the articulate singer, lyricist, and Oakland, 

California resident dropping phrases like "tools of production7 

"cognitive dissonance," and "the magic of technology" in conversa-

tion as he skewers his targets. Of course, like any true believer 

bent on exposing fraud and avoiding waste, McCrea is suspic:ous 
of certain technology. Ask him why $5,000 microphones and 

expensive plate reverbs make him ill, and you'll get an earful. 

"There's certainly an 'Emperor's New Clothes' thing going on in 

all kinds of hi-fi systems going back to the '60s," McCrea says. 

"We have to avoid the idea that a microphone can be categorically 

better. And also that the cost or the status of a microphone is nec-

essarily going to make it appropriate for a song." 

Cake—McCrea, Vincent DiFiore (trumpet, euphonium, 

keyboards), Xan McCurdy (guitar, synthesizer), Gabriel Nelson 

(bass, guitar, Rheem combo organ, bandalero) and Paulo Baldi 

(drums)—chose recording microphones based on what they used 

on tour. Cost-conscious, they didn't bother with overheads or 

room mics when recording drums, nor did they treat the live room 

Cake ( left to right)- Paulo Bala Gabriel Nelson, 
Vince DiFiore, Xan McCurdy, and John McCrea. 

at their Sacramento house/studio, the Cake Shack. One UA 6176 

was used as the constant mic pre/Da/compressor; McCrea 

recorded vocals into a Shure KSM 27, which he regularly dropped 

on the floor when the sprechgesang mood grabbed him, according 

to Cake's mixing and mastering engineer, Pat Olguin. Budgetary 

concerns definitely play a role in McCrea's recording views, but it's 

the fetishism of gear that bothers him most. 

"I am not saying a Shure SM 57 is better than a vintage Tele. 

funken or RCA mic; you just have to careful assuming that it's 

appropriate for the song," he says. "Don't come in with 

preconceived ideas that an expensive mic is necessarily going to 

be better. You have to let your ears guide you, not your sense of 

economics or studio propriety. That is a very big mistake that a lot 

of engineers and producers make. Assuming an expensive mic is 

better is wasteful, and it doesn't seem to be pragmatic. I've seen 

engineers come in with an expensive mic and they get all these 

subtle tonalities and when it comes down to the mix. they carve 

out all the extra stuff that mic gave them because there wasn't 

room for it in the mix. A hi-hat or some other instrument was using 

those frequencies, and that was more important. So the whole 

purpose for having that mic was removed. They could have used 

an SM57, or an old tape recorder mic from 1973r 

Do Luddites Dream of Electric Plug-Ins? 

Cake eschews vintage technology, but when it comes to Pro Tools 

(version 8LE with a 003R interface), they're all in. If anything, while 

Cake appears to be a simple band of straightforward musicians 
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Scan this code using your 
smartphone to get rricre 
information and videos. 

SONAR X1 
Introducing DAVV 2.0 for today's musicians 

SONAR has evolved and so can the way you make music. Imagine the power 
and maturity of an industry standard DAW combined with the cutting edge 

creative tools essential for today's music— all wrapped up in one of the most 

modern and (dare we say') beautiful user interfaces ava:lable. 

Learn more about SONAR X1 ard get free video tutorials: 
www.cakewalk.com/reimagined 

cakewalk 
by Roland 



performing rather pedestrian parts within their catchy songs ("Sick of 

You" recently topped the Billboard chart at #14), Showroom of Com-

passion is as much a product of Pro Tools technology as anything on 

the Hot 100. Almost every Cake song is pored over on the grid, deci-

sions being made based solely on how each part fits into the mix. 

And those parts are often stacked and stacked, and stacked again. 

Cake's music may sound like it fell off the back of a delivery driver's 

truck, but it's a finely crafted, seriously engineered product. 

"It might surprise people to know that we don't just jam these 

songs out and we don't record straightforwardly," Gabe Nelson 

explains. "A lot of that might be because we're not very good engi-

neers. And we do like to edit. It's us being able to take five thou-

sand parts for all these different instruments, then matching them 

to each other. And keeping the dynamics interesting; that's what 

we're good at. 

"We'll take a trumpet part or guitar line," he continues. "We'll try 

it on the chorus, or on the verse, we'll try a long version of the gui-

tar part, then we'll trim it way back to where it's just a couple notes 

from the original solo. We just experiment and turn everything over 

a million times. It can be grueling. But in the end it works for us to 

really go through all this experimentation. Sometimes we end up 

right back where we started, but we try it every different way:' 

And that occurred in practically every song. "Long Time," which 

begins with a sequenced keyboard and includes drum machine, 

still sounds pretty simple—a Cake trademark. But that was just a 

starting point. 

"Vince cracked it open:' Nelson explains. "He had this chord 

pattern for the keyboard [a Korg MicroKorg]; he recorded a bass 

line with it using a certain pattern. We tried reversing the bass line. 

We had to cut and paste all of these changes, then we reversed 

the phrasing. We were using a drum machine [Pro Tools 

Boom] at first, and we wanted to get real drums in there, too. We 
did ten drum takes; in the end, we made a mishmash of all the 

Cake adopted many love miking 
setups in their recording sessions. 

drum parts, and there were different drummers, too. 

"'Long Time' has the most going on of all the songe he adds. 

"We sifted through that for days. That started out with an African 

beat; once the parts were stacked it, became more streamlined. 

'Bound Away: that was obviously simple. We didn't do a techno 

beat on that one 

"Easy to Crash" was another dense production workout. 'The 

first thing we recorded was pretty bare-bones:' Xan explains. 

"Drums, bass, and guitar. And we had an arpeggiated keyboard line. 

It doesn't even change keys; all the chords are surrounding one fig-

ure. We recorded guitar, bass, and drums around that. The Theremin 

line is the Motif 6. You get a keyboard station like that, you wonder 

how you will ever finish. It's like Pro Tools, there are so many options, 

you can get stuck because you do want to try everything. But by the 

end of six months you have it down, you know what's there, and 
you're thinking, 'wow, this only has 7,000 sounds?'" 

A Mic is a Mic is a Mile 

"I do all the miking," Nelson says. "On the tour, before recording, I 

looked at the drums. They had a Shure Beta 52 on the kick and 

some expensive overheads, which we really didn't use. So at the 

Cake Shack, we just put SM 57s on the toms, and an Audix mic 

from touring on the snare— mostly because it said 'snare' on it and 

it had a clip for attaching it to the rim. We bought a couple of mics 

because of what we saw onstage; I just wrote down the names. 

But we kept it on the cheap; we only got the Beta 52 and used 

SM 57s on the rest of the drum kit. We put the snare mic through 

the UA compressor and everything else directly through Pro Tools 
into the Digi 003 unit." 

As with many bands, cost is a defining element. Sure, Cake 

had some hit singles in the mid-'90s. But after getting out ol their 

Sony contract, the band wanted to regroup. Showroom of Com-

passion was recorded over five years, and McCrea wasn't sure if 

the record would even see the light 

of day. His views on technology 

kept costs low while the band 

decided on their next move. 

"There is a distrust going on 

between technology and the band:' 

Nelson says. "John thinks that these 

companies make microphones and 

charge a lot of money and the mics 

are really not much better. He is 

starting to change that opinion, but 

at the time, he was only willing to 

spend so much on mics. So I had 

to find the mics that were reason-

ably priced. 

"Placement was pretty random for 

drums:' he continues. "We would put 

the mics on the drums, and say ,'That 

sounds okay: Then a while later 

somebody might move them. At first, 

we put SM57s way up in the air. But 

we only had five inputs in total, so we 

close-miked the drums. Keyboards 
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[Moog Prodigy, Yamaha S-30, Rheem combo 

organ, Nord Lead, Alesis Micron] went direct. For 

guitars, we used a tiny Jordan amp, which weighs 

two pounds; Xan was too lazy to haul his amp 

down from Portland. We used a Beta 52 on the 

bass amp. We used the 57 on the Jordan, or 

sometimes a Shure KSM 27, which we also used 

on the voice a lot. John liked that mic; he's got a 

baritone voice and it was able to capture all his 

lows but it still had a little edge. So we got his 

voice to cut, but without making it tiny or thin. That 

was a big deal; that is when John started to realize 

that mics do make a difference. 

"Our idea was to buck the system, do it on 

the cheap, and make it work, no matter what. We 

figured The Beatles did Sgt. Pepper's on a 4-

track. I mean, Abbey Road is gorgeous. Beat 

that! It's very pure. And warm!' 

An Engineer's Take 

Engineer Patrick Olguin (VT Productions) has worked we the Black 

Eyed Peas, E-40, and Papa Roach, and knows what matters most: 

the band's good vibrations. Except for some frustrating mixing/mas-

tering concerns, Olguin embraced Cake's DIY approach. 

"I am firm believer in working at somebody's comfort level," he 

says. "My studio has very large assortment of high-end vintage out-

board gear, and I like working like that. But I also like working at the 

comfort level Cake works at it. They're working in the box. They feel 

confident that they can make changes when they need to. I don't look 

at it as a limitation as much as I do a little bit more of a challenge. 

Overall, Cake sound like they sound because of what I refer to as 

'bone ton& When Xan plays a guitar, he achieves a certain tone with 

his fingers. Gabe is the same way. Run him through any mic pre 

and you can't get away from his sound. Same with John. A Tele-

funken might be wasted on him; his voice cuts througn in a very 

distinct way!' 

Olguin brought in his very vintage, very expensive gear to master 

Showroom of Compassion. He couldn't master elsewhere, as Cake 
insisted that every element of the recording be solar-powered. 

"I brought in a Pultec EQP-1A, from the '60s," Olquin says. 

"We used that to make the low-end bigger sounding, and for some 

high-end tweaking. And we used a Sontec EQ on some songs, an 

old MEP 250. And a Millenia EQ is everywhere. A Tube Tech LCA 

2B tube compressor is my main mastering compressor; ;t pumps 

in just the right way. It tends to make the bottom end a little bit big-

ger without sounding overdone. It's a great leveling compressor 

overall, and made it sound like a record. The Tube-Tech was used 

for the mid elements, and the side elements were processed 
through a custom compressor that I built. 

"I master the mid elements separately from the left or right 

side," he continues. "You have more control that way; your kick, 
snare, and vocals and bass will all show up in the middle of the 

mix. They're mostly panned center. Overheads, keyboards, backup 

vocals, horns, guitars, will show up in the sides. I like to treat those 

separately, so if I am EQing the general mix with the mid elements, 

it doesn't affect the cymbal and guitars. It lets you widen the mix 

more if you want to. Its more difficult doing it all in the box. But I 

would rather the band be comfortable than me." 

Embracing the Beast 

Though McCrea maintains a pure aesthetic, for the first time ever 

on a Cake record, he embraced reverb for vocals. But it took a 

while. On all our previous albums, I had a moratorium against 

reverb," McCrea says. "And I had a moratorium against acoustic 

piano. I didn't want us to sound classy. I didn't want us to sound 
grandiose, so no reverb. 

When the band started, it was a reactionary response to what I 

saw as the grandiosity and false low self-esteem of grunge," he 

continues. "We wanted to be small and in-your-face. We thought, 

in a country as bloated in a culture as prosperous and excessive 

as this, that the only truly subversive thing you could do was to be 

smal. All those effects like reverb reminded me of The Wizard of 

Oz—the guy behind all the machinery, the manufactured 

importance and classiness. We found perverse satisfaction in that. 

But now I can deal with a little bit of reverb7 

"We used tne TL Space plug-in and the stock impulse libraries 
in Pro Tools," Olguin says. "! also like to use [Prc Tools'] D-Verb for 

some of the delay-sounding reverbs. It adds a certain character, 

and it sticks out a little bit more than the TL Space reverb seems to. 

And there is a little editing going on, as far as automating the reverb 

returns, so that it disappears and makes it a little bit less obvious in 

the gaps of songs. I like to have that bounce going on while John's 

singing, but they don't like to hear the after-effects of it" 

The megaphone effect on McCrea's voice in "Sick of Me" is 
Olguin's judicious use of Pro Tools Lc-Fi compression, as well as 

other basic plug-ins. But when it comes to vocals, nothing gets in 

the way of McCrea's one ritual: "Sometime I burn a candle, but I 

wonder why I am doing it," McCrea says, laughing. "I guess it 

gives me something to look at. It's simple, and it distracts me 

a little bit. I really do that! Honestly. When I am feeling daunted by 

a vocal, I will do something to distract myself from the challenge. 

I do get nervous sometimes. I am not cool when it comes to 

vocals. ! don't have a great voice, but r am a perfectionist. That is 
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the cognitive dissonance that creates a little nervousness!' 

McCrea is not against comping when necessary, pure-fectionist 

that he is. "I prefer getting a live take all the way through if I can 

he says, "but I can't always to that. More often, I will like the first 

verse from one take, and the second verse from another take. 

What I don't like is when I have to punch in a word. I can always 

hear that for the rest of my life. The goal is to get something live, all 

the way through the first take or second take. It's dangerous to go 

back and forth from word to word. Because there are very subtle 
rhythm variances in a vocal take, and you lose consistency doing 

that, I think. If you're really getting a vocal and it really feels good, 

the reason it feels good is because there is some repetition of 

emphasis. That is very subtle and hard to repeat. And if you're just 

cutting one word or line and cutting to another one and returning 

to the first one, then you're losing that repetition that is so satisfy-

ing. I've made mistakes in the past with that, where there's been 

too much cutting back and forth!' 

At the end of the day, when the recording is completed, 

McCrea ultimately doesn't want Cake to sound too good. This isn't 

a T Bone Burnett record, after all. It's not even a Phil Collins 

record. "We don't want to sound classy," he says. "We don't want 

to sound expensive; that goes against what we are. I hated it when 

blues records started using really good microphones, when the 

drums sounded more like prog rock and less like music from the 
street. Blues is supposed to be about being on the street and not 

having excess; it's about scarcity. Cake has a little bit of that 

esthetic. Less is more. And more for us is not more. 

"If you need an expensive grant 

then you need that. Get back to the .i. 

for the next few years. But if your musk 

economical esthetic, the means of produ 

level now. That is such a great thing, and p 

about it. The tools of production are now an 

Showroom of Compassion proves a DIY pi 

charts, that you can buck the system and win, ar, 

make your own music, your way, on your own term 

that the major label stranglehold is anything but all-e. 

"I was expecting the system would be so corrupt ft.. 

disappear, like Prince," McCrea says. Maybe I was wron£ 

the music business. Maybe you can get stuff through now 

being connected to the huge machine. I told everyone we ai 

going to release the record on our own label, but we'll never b 

a late-night talk show again. I was wrong. I was sure it was over 

us, but I wanted to release the album anyway. I am sure there are 

opportunities that will not be available to us, but it's not as bleak as 

I thought it would be. Maybe that's why I was subconsciously 

dragging my feet for so many years with this album. But I was 
pleasantly surprised!' Oa 

Interview outtakes 
with John McCrea. 

Watch the vie° for 
"Sick of You" 
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The Decemberists (left to right)- Nate Query, Chris Funk, 
Jenny Conlee, Colin Meloy, and John Moen. 
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mberists Aim for the Ultimate 
orcl on The King Is Dead 

Is Dead was recorded in a barn on 

band's Portland, Oregon, home base— 

ure from 2009's The Hazards of 

undertaking was a wildly ambitious re-

al music and myth, the new album's 

's Harvest, which band leader Colin 

tessential barn record," SoCal country 

.s pastoral jangle-fest Reckoning. Gillian 

racks, updating the roles of Nicolette 

a Time and Emmylou Harris on Gram 

le the R.E.M. homage is made literal by 

ck, who plays electric guitar on two 

nother. 

ome increasingly complex, reaching a 

kind of apotheosis with Hazards' Meloy explains, "and after having 

been embroiled in months of meticulous overduobing and multi-

tracking, we came out of there saying, Next record, we're gonna 

do like two weeks in a barn: In some ways, it was a euphemism 

that we made happen. After the crazy puzzle of Hazards, every-

body was excited to try to make a regular record this time around 

Returning for the band's third straight project was 

producer/engineer Tucker Martine, whom Meloy has come to con-

sider a close collaborator. "Colin and I have a lot of overIap in the 

music that impacted us the most in our formidable years,> says Mar-

tine, "and it was pretty apparent from the songwriting that he was 

revisiting these roots. Early R.E.M. is among my favorite music ever, 

so I was excited to revel in our version of those sensibilities. I'm just 

there to try to bring the songs to life in the best way possible, and 

Continued 
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Colin Meloy in a converted barn on Pendarvis Farm, just 

outside of Portland, Oregon. where The Decemberists 

recorded the album. 
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coming from in the deepest way possible. So our 

largely comes out of me having a lot of respect for 

sibilities, and hopefully vice versa. From there, it's z 

ing dialog to get to a place we're all happy with!' 

"Tucker and I had a lot of discussions before we 

the record," Meloy confirms. "I turned over the dem 

we talked about concept: What does 'barn record' 

and how far are we willing to take it?" 

The wooden barn they chose as the recording 

30 x 30 feet, with a high, slanted ceiling and lots ( 

"Acoustically, it had a pleasing character to begin 

Martine. "And that became the theme of the album 

that felt good and embrace all the limitations it wa: 

ent. You really have no choice once you commit to 

record that way. Whether or not you can hear the 

very least, you're hearing a band relaxed and away 

without the Internet or coffee shops next door or tt• 

the world right outside." 

Martine recorded to Radar 24, which he was usinç 

time, finding it to be "the most analog-sounding of 1 
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The Decemberists (left to right)-Nate Query, Chris Funk, 
Jenny Conlee, Colin Meloy, and John Moen. 
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the cognitive dissonance that creates a little nervousness!' 

McCrea is not against comping when necessary, pure-fectionist 

that he is. "I prefer getting a live take all the way through if I can 

he says, "but I can't always to that. More often, I will like the first 

verse from one take, and the second verse from another take. 

What I don't like is when I have to punch in a word. I can always 

hear that for the rest of my life. The goal is to get something live, all 

the way through the first take or second take. It's dangerous to go 

back and forth from word to word. Because there are very subtle 
rhythm variances in a vocal take, and you lose consistency doing 

that, I think. If you're really getting a vocal and it really feels good, 

the reason it feels good is because there is some repetition of 

emphasis. That is very subtle and hard to repeat. And if you're just 

cutting one word or line and cutting to another one and returning 

to the first one, then you're losing that repetition that is so satisfy-

ing. I've made mistakes in the past with that, where there's been 

too much cutting back and forth." 

At the end of the day, when the recording is completed, 

McCrea ultimately doesn't want Cake to sound too good. This isn't 

a T Bone Burnett record, after all. It's not even a Phil Collins 

record. "We don't want to sound classy," he says. "We don't want 

to sound expensive; that goes against what we are. I hated it when 

blues records started using really good microphones, when the 

drums sounded more like prog rock and less like music from the 
street. Blues is supposed to be about being on the street and not 

having excess; it's about scarcity. Cake has a little bit of that 

esthetic. Less is more. And more for us is not more. 

"If you need an expensive grand piano to make classy music, 

then you need that. Get back to the paper route and earn money 

for the next few years. But if your music is more of a down to earth, 

economical esthetic, the means of production are at middle-class 

level now. That is such a great thing, and people don't talk enough 

about it. The tools of production are now accessible to everyone!' 

Showroom of Compassion proves a DIY project can hit the 
charts, that you can buck the system and win, and that you can 

make your own music, your way, on your own terms. It also proves 

that the major label stranglehold is anything but all-encompassing. 

"I was expecting the system would be so corrupt that we would 

disappear, like Prince," McCrea says. Maybe I was wrong about 

the music business. Maybe you can get stuff through now without 

being connected to the huge machine. I told everyone we are 

going to release the record on our own label, but we'll never be on 

a late-night talk show again. I was wrong. I was sure it was over for 

us, but I wanted to release the album anyway. I am sure there are 

opportunities that will not be available to us, but it's not as bleak as 

I thought it would be. Maybe that's why I was subconsciously 

dragging my feet for so many years with this album. But I was 
pleasantly surprised." tia 

Interview outtakes 
with John McCrea 
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Gelling Off 
Their 
High Horse 
The Decemberists Aim for the Ultimate 
Barn Record on The King Is Dead 
by Bud Scoppa 

The Decemberists' The King Is Dead was recorded in a barn on 

Pendarvis Farm, outside the band's Portland, Oregon, home base— 

representing a radical departure from 2009's The Hazards of 

Love. Whereas the previous undertaking was a wildly ambitious re-

imagining of British traditional music and myth, the new album's 

touchstones are Neil Young's Harvest, which band leader Colin 

Meloy refers to as "the quintessential barn record," SoCal country 

rock in general, and REM% pastoral jangle-fest Reckoning. Gillian 

Welch appears on seven tracks, updating the roles of Nicolette 

Larson on Young's Comes a Time and Emmylou Harris on Gram 

Parsons' solo albums, while the R.E.M. homage is made literal by 

the presence of Peter Buck, who plays electric guitar on two 

tracks and mandolin on another. 

"Our records had become increasingly complex, reaching a 

kind of apotheosis with Hazards' Meloy explains, "and after having 

been embroiled in months of meticulous overdubbing and multi-

tracking, we came out of there saying, ' Next record, we're gonna 

do like two weeks in a barn! In some ways, it was a euphemism 

that we made happen. After the crazy puzzle of Hazards, every-

body was excited to try to make a regular record this time around." 

Returning for the band's third straight project was 

producer/engineer Tucker Martine, whom Meloy has come to con-

sider a close collaborator. "Colin and I have a lot of overlap in the 

music that impacted us the most in our formidable years:' says Mar-

tine, "and it was pretty apparent from the songwriting that he was 

revisiting these roots. Early R.E.M. is among my favorite music ever, 

so I was excited to revel in our version of those sensibilities. I'm just 

there to try to bring the songs to life in the best way possible, and 

Continued 
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Colin Meloy in a coriveqed barn on Pendarvis Farm, just 

outside of Portland, Oregon, where The Decemberists 

recorded the album. 

to me, a big part of that is trying to understand where the writer is 

coming from in the deepest way possible. So our collaboration 

largely comes out of me having a lot of respect for his artistic sen-

sibilities, and hopefully vice versa. From there, it's all just an ongo-

ing dialog to get to a place we're all happy with: 

"Tucker and I had a lot of discussions before we even started 

the record," Meloy confirms. "I turned over the demos to him and 

we talked about concept: What does 'barn record' really mean, 

and how far are we willing to take it?" 

The wooden barn they chose as the recording site was about 

30 x 30 feet, with a high, slanted ceiling and lots of odd angles. 

"Acoustically, it had a pleasing character to begin with: says 

Martine. "And that became the theme of the album: Pick a space 

that felt good and embrace all the limitations it was gonna pres-

ent. You really have no choice once you commit to making a 

record that way. Whether or not you can hear the space, at the 

very least, you're hearing a band relaxed and away from it all— 

without the Internet or coffee shops next door or the bustle of 

the world right outside." 

Martine recorded to Radar 24, which he was using for the first 

time, finding it to be "the most analog-sounding of the digital 

• 

Bonus interviews with e ' '' ' II See pictures of Peter 
Colin Meloy and Buck recording with I 
Tucker Martine. The Oecemberists. 
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mediums" in his experience. For monitor-

ing, he went with a used Mackie, which 

he'd bought on Craigslist specifically for 

the project, listening, as always, on his 

Proac Studio 100 speakers. He made 

extensive use of his collection of mics and 

mic preamps, including pairs of API 

512Cs, Electrodyne 710s, Neve 1081s, 

Dakings, Millennias ("They sound great on 

ribbon mics, with tons of clean gain"), 

Brent Averill 312s on the kick and snare, 

Neve 1073s (into a Telefunken re-issue 

U47) for the vocals and a mono drum over-

head. "Going for the mono drum overhead 

was a new thing for me, and it's great," he 

says. " It leaves more room to move other 

things around in the spectrum!' For the 

vocals, Martine opted for a Wunder CM7 

into a Neve 1073 hitting a silver-face UA 

1176. He mixed it on an API Legacy con-

sole he'd just bought from Avast Studios in 

Seattle—the same board on which he'd 

mixed numerous albums. 

They were about a third of the way 

into making the album when Martine 

accidentally discovered the sweet spot in 

the space. He'd been moving his Royer 

SF- 12 room mic around the barn from 
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song to song and take to take when he 

noticed it—right by the mixing board, as it 

turned out. "The spot seemed arbitrary," 

Martine recalls, " but I was standing there 

at one point while everyone was playing, 

and the drums suddenly felt so open and 

alive but still had some punch to them. 

Whatever bleed I was gonna get from 

everyone else was gonna be minimal but 

pleasing and balanced. It was just a 

great drum sound, and it sounded so 

much like the barn that we were all in. 

Once I discovered that spot, I leaned on 

it pretty heavily in most of the mixes— 

wherever it was appropriate. That was 

crucial, because what a shame it would 

be to go to all the effort to make a record 

out there in the barn and get to mixing 

and not be able to hear the barn!' 

The character of the space is dramati-

cally apparent on the opening track, the 

strikingly Harvest-like "Don't Carry It AllY 

"On that one," says Martine, "I was really 

pushing the room mic on the drums. I love 

the way it sounds. I look for that, anyway— 

unusual accidents to highlight that add 

some kind of curiosity to the music. It's 

good to be open to that stuffy 

One sound you won't hear on The 

King Is Dead nonetheless exemplifies the 

vibe of this comfortable-as-corduroy 

album, as well as Martine's willingness to 

go with the flow. "This horse named 

Lucky was in a stable right by the barn," 

he says, "and sometimes, right at the end 

of a take, we'd hear this great big neeeii-

igghh as things were ringing out. It was 

almost too perfect. I was secretly hoping 

Lucky would do that at the end of a 

keeper take. But he never did, and it 

would've felt too contrived to record one 

and paste it in—we were trying to keep it 

as dogmatic as possible!' 

Martine is making further use of the 

insights he gained making The King Is 

Dead as he produces My Morning 

Jacket—in a Louisville church. "The 

Decemberists being in a barn and My 

Morning Jacket being in a church shows 

they want something that's not necessar-

ily just another state-of-the-art modern 

rock record," the producer points out. 

"They like to throw a wrench in things to 

see if it will help yield a more unique 

result, one that surprises both the band 

and the listener:' CO 
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Since they first paired up on the 2004 

Iron & Wine album, Our Endless Num-

bered Days, Beam and Chicago-based 

producer Brian Deck (a former member of 

Red Red Meat, Califone, and producer of 

discs by Modest Mouse, Gomez, etc.) 

have been creating ever more adventur-

ous albums together. Kiss Each Other 

Clean took about a year to make, and 

involved considerable commuting 
between Beam's home studio outside of 

Austin and Deck's Chicago base—Engine 
Studios, which he co-owns—and then 

telecommuting at the mixing stage. From 

beginning to end, there was a free-flow of 

ideas and copious experimentation. 

Beam's recent projects have started 

with fairly developed demos he makes at 

home "on an outdated Pro Tools system I 

haver he says, "but using pretty good 
mics and instruments, and I have Focus-

rite and these great Shea Ako mic pre's. 

I'll play Brian the version I want to pursue 

first, then play him some of the other ver-
sions I've tried, and we'll pick out things 

we like—he's a great idea board. I'll throw 

stuff at him and he'll say, 'What about 

this? What about that'?' We both like lots 
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of different types of music, so it's a lot of 

fun to get together. 
"We did the whole [20071 Shepherd's 

Dog record at my studio, but this one was 

about half-and-half. We would go to 
Chicago and do rhythm section stuff track-

ing live with the band, and then I would 

take it home and sort of flesh it out in my 

studio, then go back and do horn overdubs 

and stuff like that, back and forth. 

"I end up treating the record process 

a bit more like making a painting than 

"I end up treating 

the record 

process a bit 

more like making 

a painting than 

going in and 

recording a 

moment 

in time" 

—Sar--) Beam 

going in and recording a moment in timer 

he continues. " It starts out live, but then I 

would take out stuff and overdub over the 
top. Once you establish the melody and a 

certain tempo, you can kind of do what-

ever you like, and if you remove the foun-

dation, then you're sometimes left with 

this great floating thing that still has a 

groove to it. It still has a live feel to it— it 

doesn't feel like a click-track thing—but it's 

not a conventional approach?' 

Adds Deck, " Everything evolves over 

time. It's a big canvas and we're throwing 

everything at it and finding out what 

works and getting rid of stuff along the 

way, and then when it comes time to mix, 

there's quite a bit of paring down making 

sure what's in there is as effective as it 
can be Trap drum lines were eliminated, 

hand percussion added; bass lines gave 

way to a synths and electronic: pulses 

(lots of Moog Voyager); guitar parts (and 

reverbs) appear suddenly and disappear 

as quickly; vocal parts, some electroni-

cally altered, move through the sound 
SOUND IS EVERYTHING 
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field in strange but effective ways. " For 

the last two records, Sam's been inter-

ested in taking the vocals as far as our 

imaginations can go," Deck explains. 

Beam and Deck both bring their multi-

plicity of shared and individual influences 

into the studio—Beam borrowing from 

African music, the Beach Boys, Eddie 

Grant, putting what he calls a "Zappa-

Beefheart horn section" on one song, and 

in places going for the clean sound of late 
'60s, early ' 70s L.A. recordings of artists 

like Joni Mitchell and Steely Dan; while 

Deck takes off from great experimenters 

like Tom Waits, Brian Eno, and other more 

modern, cutting edge artists, engineers 

and producers, as well as the sound of 

classic late '60s British recordings. It all 

comes together on Kiss Each Other Clean 

in a wonderful profusion of brilliant and 

fresh musical and sonic juxtapositions. 

Deck notes, "I had an epiphany when 

the Recording the Beatles book came out 

and it had detailed descriptions of how 

they were working with the equipment and 

gizmos they had at the time. In 1966 and 

'67, they would often play a song all day 

long and try a large range of tempos and 

styles, and sometimes completely different 

styles of playing a song would get edited 

together into one take they would then 

"Everything 

evolves 

over time. It's a 

big canvas and 

we're throwing 

everything 

at it" 

—Brian Deck 

overdub on. Well, Sam and I wanted to 

have that attitude—where nothing about 

the songwriting process would be held as 

precious during the basic tracking. We 

were going to try to experiment as much 

as we could while maintaining an honesty 

all the way through—admitting whether or 

not we got something we could move for-

ward with, and if we didn't, no matter how 

much work had gone into it—we'd trash it 

and start again:' 

Because Beam's wife was having a 

baby this past spring, Deck mixed the 

record alone in his home studio for the 

most part, mixing in the box with summing 

through a Dangerous Audio 2- Bus. He'd 

lar 

then send the mixes to Beam over the 

Internet and they'd make changes over 

the phone. "We did a lot of premixing 

along the way:' Beam says, "but for the 

final mixes, he definitely had a good time 

and took a lot of liberties. That's okay—I 

trust him:' he laughs. CO 

Producer Brian Deck's 
advice for home t ié.,?çi Stream singles from 
aecording. I 1111111 I Kiss Each Other Clean. 
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GUITAR BY KENT CARMICAL 

Tips for Tracking 
Lap Steel 
It's now somewhat common for all manner of "Ameri-

cana" instruments to show up at your studio, as more 

and more people wash out in the traditional rock-and-

roll milieu, often turning to less-conventional instruments 

in an attempt to remain relevant. This month, we'll to 

consider lap steel recording strategies. 

Electric Laps 

You can't get much simpler than the electric lap steel. 

Basically a 2x4 with six to ten strings and a pickup, it's 

a manufacturer's dream. Before you record, check out 

the instrument. Vintage lap steels are often rife with 

hideous pops, crackles, buzzes and hums—usually a 

shot or two of good contact cleaner in the right spots 

can exorcise these sonic demons. Contemporary lap 

steels have more predictable electronics and shouldn't 

cause much problem. 

When miking an amp, you'll almost always get great 

results by combining a small-diameter condenser with a 

Shure SM57. Put the mics as close as possible to each 

other without touching. (The farther apart they are, the 

greater the chance of phase cancellation.) Place the 

mic combo seven to nine inches from the speaker cone, 

with the capsules at an approximately 15-degree angle. 

Keep in mind that more directly you place the mic cap-

sules over the speaker center, the more high-end there 

will be in the tone. You can downplay this unpleasant-

ness by angling the mic capsule toward the edge of the 

speaker. If you have access to a ribbon mic like a Royer 

R-121, its natural tendency to roll off high-end is a good 

alternative to turning the guitar and amp's tone controls 

all the way down. 

If you are using amp-modeling software, choose a 

Blackface Fender Twin model for that real down-home, 

country sound, and if your modeler has it, choose a 15-

inch speaker with an open-back cabinet. While the SM 

57/small-diameter condenser combo can prove to be 

the best miking setup in the analog universe, a large-

diameter condenser model often provides the most 

slide-a-licious sound in the realm of ones and zeros. 

In both hardware and virtual scenarios, a limiter set 

to a 4:1 ratio smooths out the track's dynamics nicely. 

In my recording, setting the attack of a UREI 1176 

plug-in at 5, or halfway, produced the most body for 

me. (Settings on your particular limiter may vary.) 

When it came to setting my release time, I set it to 

complement the tempo of the track so that the limiting 

effect on each note is finished as the attack of the 
next note is starting. It took some time for me to tweak 

it properly, but the results were well worth it, as it 

pumped out a huge sound. 

There really isn't a great tradition of using effects on 

lap steel, so experiment. After tracking with a Fulltone 

OCD for some crispy overdrive, I used a tape echo 

plug-in with a delay time of around 450 ms, as well as 

liberal amounts of digital plate reverb to dial in an 

"Instant David Gilmour, just add talent"—type sound. 

Weiss-Guys 

Back in the olden days before amplification, Hermann 

Weissenborn conceived and built the first guitars 

specifically designed for lap playing. Made of koa wood 

and featuring square, hollow necks, the Weissenborns 

had a sweet tone, long sustain, and were louder than a 

regular acoustic guitar when played on one's lap. 

After much trial and error, I found that the best mic 

setup for these instruments is a toss-up between a 

large-diaphragm condenser with a cardioid pattern, and 

a Shure SM57. The condenser was great, because it 

produced a more clarity from top to bottom, and was 

easier to position over the Weissenborn's teeny sound-

hole since it could be placed up to ten inches away. 

The SM57 gave a grittier sound that I preferred, but it 

had to be positioned three to four inches from the 

soundhole for the best tone, which caused many a 

ruined take because the player's hand kept hitting it. 

For my recording, I used a Universal Audio LA-2 

plug-in with a 4:1 ratio and a release timed to the 

tempo to even out the harsher dynamics. However, 

this made my track too "squished" or over-

compressed sounding. A ratio of 2:1 was too small, 

and made for some distorted transients. For me, using 

two compressors with a ratio of 2:1 in series seems to 

have all the benefits of a single compressor/limiter set 

to 4:1, without the nasty, over-compressed feel. When 

I tried this in the hardware realm, this technique 

sounded even better, delivering a super-smooth and 

rich sound with tons of body. SO 
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BASS BY GINO ROBAIR 

Shape Your Tone with 
Creative EQ Tweaks 
There are two primary ways to use EQ when mixing. Creative 

equalization is perfect for those times when you want to add a 

little attitude to a track or make it more stylistically appropriate 

than when it was recorded. Corrective Ea, on the other hand, 

comes into play when you need to adjust the timbre of an instru-

ment so it sits well in a mix. 

Of course, these two approaches are not mutually exclusive. 

Often, you end up doing a little of both when you mix. 

All Your Bass are Belong to Us 

Because the bass has a major influence on the feel of a song, 

you'll sometimes want to modify the character of a recorded per-

formance once the song has developed. EQ, whether as a plug-

in or on a hardware mixer's channel strip, can help you sculpt a 

bass tone that better fits the style and mood of your tune. (If 

you're mixing with an analog mixer, it's helpful to have high and 

low shelving, as well as a sweepable midrange band or two.) 

It's a given that no amount of equalization will alter a 

bassist's technique, style, and musicality. Nor can you make a 

fretted bass sound fretless. But if you know the sound you're 

looking for, you can move your track closer to it once you under-

stand which frequencies to boost or cut. From there, you use 

your ears and fine-tune the levels. 

Here are a few tips for achieving some classic bass sounds. 

Up-Front and Rockin' 

Looking for that in-your-face sound of John Entwistle and Chris 

Squire? When you want a note-y bass line to cut through a mix, it's 

all about boosting the mids and cutting the lows. Start by adding 6 

to 9dB in the upper midrange, and then sweep the frequency con-

trol between 1 and 2kHz to heighten the attack. Then, cut the low 

end by 6dB at 200Hz. You can further enhance the piano-like 

sound of the bass by cutting an additional 2 or 3dB at 80Hz. 

A Little Bit Country 

Accentuating the twang in a bass track starts by reducing the mud 

with a 6dB cut around 200 to 250Hz, then adding 6dB at 1kHz. 

Next, boost 80Hz by 1 or 2dB to inject some heft into the tone. 

ReLB Stylings 

You don't need to use decades-old bass strings to get the clas-

sic sound of Motown's James Jamerson. The following EQ curve 

will help you keep the bass well out of the way of the midrange 

instruments, such as horns, piano, and guitar: Begin by cutting 

the upper frequencies-1 to 2dB at 1kHz, and 6 or more deci-

bels at 12 or 18kHz. Next, add 3dB at 200Hz and a decibel or 

two at 80 to 100Hz. (If you boost the lowest frequencies a little 

more, you'll get a sound that works well in a reggae context.) 

Looking for that StaxNolt sound? Instead of cutting at 1kHz, 

remove 6 or more dB at 5kHz to retain a bit of punchiness in 

the bass. 

Beatle Tone 

Although Paul McCartney's sound evolved over the years, his 

tone on both the Hofner and Rickenbacker was always round 

and fat, with a strong attack and solid low-mids. To re-create this 

sound, add 2 or 3dB at 80 or 100Hz (whichever makes sense 

with the instrument in your track). If the bass part wasn't played 

with a pick, you can add some punch and string clarity by boost-

ing 3kHz by 3 to 6dB. Then, cut 6dB in the 12 to 18kHz range 

using a high-shelving EQ to smooth out the sound. (If you're 

working with an analog mixer that has only a 10kHz shelving EQ, 

make a less-dramatic cut so you don't dull the sound too much.) 

For a slightly warmer sound, start with a small boost around 

80Hz, and then add about 6dB at 500Hz. If you have a 4-band 

EQ with two sweepable mids, try lowering 300Hz by 3dB to 

remove any hollowness in the sound, and then cutting 6dB at 

12kHz. The combined boosts and cuts in both scenarios give 

you an authoritative tone that'll drive rock and blues tracks while 

being smooth enough to support a ballad. 

Fretless Jazz 

If you're looking to recreate the hornlike tone that made Jaco 

Pastorius famous, you'll want to reduce the low mids while 

boosting the midrange. To really nail that sound, you'll need to 

record a fretless bass played with the fingers (though the follow-

ing EQ suggestions will give even a fretted instrument the right 

attitude). Begin with a 6dB or more boost at lkHz to add some 

honk to the sound. Then, cut as much as 9dB at 200Hz. Finally, 

reduce the high frequencies a decibel or two and boost the low 

end to taste. To approximate the tone that bassist Marcus Miller 

gets, make your cut at 800Hz rather than 200Hz. 

Compress to Impress 

Once you've dialed in the EQ you want, you can give your new 

bass sound a smooth, legato feel with your favorite compressor. 

Depending on the bass part, set the compression ratio from 3:1 

to 6:1, with a threshold level 2 to 9dB below the peak. Start 

with a fast attack and a moderate to slow release. After a note's 

initial attack, you'll get an increase in gain with a syrupy sustain. 

To modify the length and behavior of the sustain, adjust the 

threshold and attack-time controls. SO 
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Contact: 512 847 5696 
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Gil Norton 
Foo Fighters 

Pixies 

Gomez 

Feeder 

Counting Crows 

Maximo Park 

"I can't remember a single 
session over the last 5 years on 
which I haven't used an SE mic" 

"I've found the 4400a to be a hugely versatile mic 

- it's great for acoustic instruments, and I 

especially like it on drums and percussion. Its 

hyper-cardioid pattern is extremely useful on 

toms and snare as it controls cymbal spillage 

really well and delivers great punch and tone" 

la 4 polar patterns 

• 10 and 20dB pad 

• GO, 120 Bass cut 

• Hand crafted capsule specialist heutral tuning for multiple 

instrument and vocal applications 

• Multi function shock mount (patent pending)" 

• available as a stereo pair 

The 4400a is specially tuned to get the most from a wide range 

of recording applications, including vocals drums, guitars, piano, 

strings and wind this makes it the ideal choice for project 

studios and professionals alike, a mic that engineers in the 

know can call on in any situation to get the best resuks. and fast' 

Sound Engineering 
www.seelectronics.com 



REVERB BY MICHAEL COOPER 

Learn How to Space Out 
Hard-panning tracks makes a mix sound wider, but not deeper. If 

you want your mix to sound three-dimensional, you've got to add 

reverb (or its kissing cousin, delay). Here are six tips for creating 

a sense of space. 

Tailor the Tail 

Generally speaking, fast song tempos require short reverb tails. 

A long decay might work great on, say, one guitar track, but 

lots of tracks ringing forever will ruin a fast-paced groove. Con-

versely, the more spaces you have between the notes of a slow 

ballad, the more time you have for long reverbs to decay without 

mucking things up. 

Diffuse the Situation 

Percussive tracks such as trap drums usually sound the tightest 

when run through a plate reverb; that's because plates are very 

dense and not inherently echoey. If your plate reverb has a diffu-

sion control, cranking it higher will make your traps sound even 

tighter. Low diffusion results in discrete echoes being voiced 

within the reverb; the additional pitter-patter will rarely, if ever, be 

in time with your song's tempo subdivisions and will be no friend 

to a tight groove. 

You can get away with using reverbs that sport low diffusion, 

such as hall and cathedral algorithms, on drums playing at 

slower tempos. But step up to the plate (reverb) when you're 

pushing the accelerator pedal. 

Don't Be Late 

Sometimes the best strategy is to completely mute the reverb 

tail. What remains of the reverb are so-called early reflections. In 

a real hall, these are the relatively few discrete echoes that 

bounce off the walls, floor, and ceiling to arrive back at the lis-

tener's position before and just as the reverb tail commences. 

The reverb tail, or late reflections, is composed of hundreds or 

thousands of late-arriving echoes spaced so closely together 

that none of them can be discerned separately. 

If your production sounds overly dry but reverb just makes 

it sound too ghosty, try killing the reverb tail and using only 

the early reflections. Several reverb plug-ins-2CAudio 

Aether, Waves TrueVerb and Renaissance Reverb, and Lexi-

con PCM and LXP Native Reverb bundles—allow you to com-

pletely bypass late reflections. The remaining early 

reflections produce a fat automatic-double-tracking (ADT) 

effect that sounds awesome on melody tracks, such as 

vocals and guitar solos. 

Enjoy the Ride 

Keeping the reverb at the same level throughout your song isn't 

always a great idea. You might need to ride the level lower dur-

ing sparsely arranged intros and mid-song breakdowns, where 

the reverb is competing with fewer instruments and could 

become overbearing. Once all the other instruments and vocals 

pile on, however, they'll mask the effect of any reverb in the mix; 

you may need to ride the reverb level higher in those busier sec-

tions to make sure it's still heard as much as you'd like. 

Become a Panhandler 

Who says a reverb's stereo outputs always need to be panned 

hard-left and hard-right? Boring! Try this instead: Pan your gui-

tar, for example, hard left, and bus it to a reverb panned toward 

the right. Specifically, pan the reverb's right-channel output all 

the way to the right and its left-channel output closer to center. 

That'll give the reverb a nice stereo spread but keep its image 

skewed mostly to the right and opposite the guitar's dry signal. 

The effect is striking and suggests to the listener's brain that 

the guitarist is playing in a vacuum on the left side and project-

ing his sound into a reverberant space on the right. A side 

benefit is that the dry left side of the mix can now better accom-

modate additional effects for vocals or other instruments without 

swimming in soup. 

Hit the Wall 

Increasing the reverb decay time doesn't necessarily make the 

virtual space sound farther away. It just makes it sound bigger. 

Let's make your guitar track bounce off a far-away canyon wall! 

Bus a feed of your guitar track to an aux channel (that is, a 

mixer channel with no recorded audio). On the aux channel, pro-

gram a delay timed to a quarter- or eighth-note for your song's 

tempo. Route the aux track's bus send pre-fader to a second 

aux channel, and raise the send's level until you see a healthy 

level register on the second aux channel's meters. Now lower 

the first aux channel's fader all the way. (The levels should 

remain the same on the second aux channel's meters because 

it's getting its signal pre-fader.) Slap a long reverb on the second 

aux track, and roll off all high frequencies above roughly 10kHz. 

Bingo, you're in the Grand Canyon! SO 
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Engbeerect 

Made Ma e Austria 
Martin Strayer 
Monitor Engineer Joe Cocker, Dixie Chicks and many others. 

"I've been doing vocals and acoustic guitar with it here at my studo 
and it's fantastic! I also love this imic on our electric guitar too! It is 
so true, clear, and beefy at the same time.., it just reproduces the 

sound coming out of the speaker, so: well, so crystal-clear and punchy. 
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KEYBOARDS BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Morph Those Sounds! 
Compared to acoustic instruments, synths create rela-

tively static sounds—so sonic variations can make the 

difference between boring and beautiful. Sure, you can 

switch presets, or add changes in the mix (like cross-

fading between patches), but making changes in real 

time—while you record—gives the benefits of a live vibe 

and an evolving sound. 

One way to do this is to morph continuously from one 

sound to another rather than simply switch presets. The 

key is assigning a single controller like mod wheel, 

footpedal, or data slider to change multiple parameters 

simultaneously. For example, to morph from a sweet 

background part to a growling lead, you could program 

the mod wheel to increase distortion, add echo feed-

back, increase filter resonance, and mix in a sub-octave 

oscillator. What's more, you have all the transitional sonic 

variations between the two end points as options. 

For the best morphs, modify as many parameters as 

needed to make a smooth and dramatic transition. This 

requires knowing how to assign the mod wheel (or your 

other controller of choice) to control all those parame-

ters. Most virtual synths use a modulation matrix, where 

you determine which controller affects which parameter, 

and by how much (e.g., as you turn up a controller like 

the mod wheel, positive values raise the assigned param-

eter value, while negative values lower the parameter 

value). Here's how three different virtual instruments han-

dle this task; most instruments work similarly. 

, 
Fig. 1. Minimoog V modulation matrix. 

Arturia Minimoog V 

The modulation matrix (outlined in yellow in Figure 1) is 

located in the upper left when you "open up" the front 

panel by clicking on the Open button. In this example, 

turning the mod wheel 1) raises the cutoff when 

increased, 2) decreases resonance (emphasis) at higher 

frequencies, and 3) decreases portamento glide at 

higher frequencies. 

Fig. 2. KikAXXE VCF parameters. 

Way Out Ware KikAXXE 

Shift-clicking on a parameter brings up a control 

assignment screen. The section outlined in yellow 

(Figure 2) shows the screen for VCF resonance, but 

the screen is identical for all parameters. Mod Wheel is 

checked as the modulation source, and the green slider 

sets minimum and maximum values. Invert is checked, 

so resonance decreases as you increase modulation. 

oestuntIon 
F2 Cutoff- :,•, 

- F2 Cutoff 2 

- F2 Resonance 2 

Fig. 3. Rapture's modulation matrix. 

Cakewalk Rapture 

This patch (Figure 3) layers two elements; turning up 

the mod wheel adds a step-sequenced filter effect to 

only the second element by 1) increasing Step Genera-

tor depth so the filter responds to the generator, 2) 

reducing the filter cutoff so the step generator covers a 

wider range, 3) increasing resonance to emphasize the 

effect, and 4) increasing the step-sequenced element's 

level so its sound is more prominent in the mix. SO 
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BOB ROCK 
Musician, engineer and producer 

for such legends as Metallica, 

Motley Crüe, David Lee Roth, 

Bon Jovi, Michael Bublé, Bush, 

The Cult. American Bang, 

The Offspring, and 311. 

Music Haig of Fame inductee 

and Juno Award winner. 
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greatest performances 

- for over 3 decades. 
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CAKEWALK SONAR X1 BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Create "LFO" automation waveforms 
OBJECTIVE: or effects like flanging ard tremolo, create low-frequency periodic automation waveforms. 

BACKGROUND: Sonar has a tool for drawing envelopes, but you can also use it to draw LEO-type envelopes: 

triangle, sawtooth, square, sine, and random. In this example, we'll automate volume with a synchronized sine wave 

to create a tremolo effect. 

Insert Project Utilities 

)use.L-wp* 

reehand 

Line 

Sine 

Triangle 

Square 

Saw 

Random 

04 cabasa 111 IF s ..») 
.Cittl_tTere_125 S el) E 

• Volume v Cir w * A 

a Master 

rith tn FA S •)) 

4 

Right-click on the 
Draw tool, and select 
the desired waveform. 

Insert Process Project Utilities 

Whole 

Trac 1/2 Dotted 

us 

Triplet 

1/2 

1/4 Dotted 

1/2 Triplet 1/4 

1/8 Dotted 

1/4 Triplet 
m 

-3 

AB-

Click horizontally where you 
want the waveform to start, 
and vertically where you 
want the waveform's center 
("zero-crossing" point). 
Then, drag up to set the 
waveform's peak range. 

Tips 
• Step 1: If the Tools HUD isn't visible, type T. 

• Step 1: The F9 function key cycles through the available waveform types. 

• Step 2: You can choose certain periods with keyboard shortcuts: Ctrl+Shift+1 = whole note, 

Ctrl+Shift+2 = half note, Ctrl+Shift+4 = quarter note, Ctrl+Shift+8 = eighth note, Ctrl+Shift+6 = 16th 

note, Ctrl+Shift+3 = 32nd note. 

Right-click on the Event Draw 
Duration button, and choose 
the desired waveform period. 

-s-

qllargri w 1111-norie- -745 

• Clips 

Audio Transients 

Automation 

Clip Automation e 

ems 12 

dtb_mus_12 

dth_top_125 

dth_top_125 

Automated Mute 

Track Eq 

Track Compressor 

Track Tube Saturation 

Choose Volume with the Edit Filter 
so you can draw a volume envelope. 
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Drag left or right as far as you 
want the shape to extend. 
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100% discreet mic 
preamp with a 
transformer coupled 
output. Three position 
voicing switch lets you 
add breath for added 
clarity, clinical purity 
when needed or extra 
beef whèri the track 
has to stand out. 

PowerPrew —  JDVTM 

I• Combination class-A 
feed-forward 

— • • — instrument preamp 
and direct box 
designed to deliver the 
absolute purity of the 
instrument without 
coloration, hype or 
sonic extension. 

_ There is no equal. 

JDXTM 

Tap the signal right 
from your amp for 
fat tones 
reminiscent of a 
half-stack Plexi and 
get the consistency 
of direct patching 
every time. Works 
equally well on 
bass and guitar 

The Radial Workhorse T" revolutionizes high performance analog record-
ing by combining a ' plug & play' platform for Lunchboe modules with a 
built-in mixer for incredible flexibility. 

Equipped to handle up to eight modules, the Workhorse lets you mix and 
match preamps, EQs and compressors to create the ultimate channel 
strip Modules may be accessed on the rear panel following the 
traditional API Lunchboxe format or be bussed to a master section for left 
or right signal panning, level control and muting To add spice to your 
recordings, a unique 'feed' function allows you to configure the 

EXTC' 

Guitar effects routing 
system lets you add 
excitement spice and 
creative spark to any 
recording by combining 
lo-Z tracks with hi-Z 
guitar effects pedals. 
Front panel send and 
return patch points 
make it easy! 

X Amp" 

Class-A te-amper is 
equipped with two 
transformer isolated 
outputs to stop hum 
and buzz from 
entering the system. 
The X-Amp is the 
magic tool that lets 
you achieve 
astonishing result, 

Kama' 

The Komit combines 
old school diode 
bridge limiting with 
the very latest in VCA 
compression. Auto 
tracking for slow, 
medium and fast 
transient response 
makes getting great 
compression easy. 

WORKHORSE' 
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Workhorse modules to feed each other in series to create the channel 
strip of your dreams! Odd and even card slots may also be linked 
together in stereo by simply toggling a rear-panel switch 

Connectivity is extensive each channel is equipped with traditional 
XLR input and output and augmented with 1/4 " TRS jacks for balanced 
or unbalanced hook-up. An innovative feature we call OmniPortTM 
delivers module-specific functionality that can range from an extra 
output, ducking input, footswitch control or effects insert, depending on 
the module design Inputs and outputs are also routed to ProTools 
compatible 25-pin D-Subs to further enhance flexibility while expand-
1g signal routing options for live recording setups and cross patching 

For added control and flexibility, we've included master TRS inserts, 
separate monitor outputs and a headphone buss with two jacks (for 
shanng) and plenty of jam to drive headphones For larger recording 
systems, you can link multiple Workhorses together using the built-in 
expansion buss 

The Workhorse... a revolution to feed your musical appetite! 

Spzafratcns ax1 xpearence subectlo change mthout notce 

Phazerni 

Like adjusting the 
focus on a pair of 
binoculars. the Phazer 
lets you combine any 
two tracks and bnng 
them into sonic phase. 

Think of it as moving 
your mics around the 
room by simply 
turning a dial 

Estimated price USO: $1500 

View the Workhorse Video at: 
www.radialeng.com/re-workhorse.htm 
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...power tools for power player?' 

unAncratlialeng.com 
1588 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5M5 tel 604-942-1001 



STEINBERG WAVELAB 7 
BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Back up all kinds of data, not just audio 
OBJECTIVE: You know you should back up your data—and you can do it easily with WaveLab 7. 

BACKGROUND: WaveLab 7 can create audio CDs and surround DVDs, but can also back up any data type to 

CD, DVD, and even Blu-Ray recordable media. 

L tat. 

pe 

Y Dale CD/DVD 

%endow Gb 

hleda (DOD-5 (+R) 1.7 GB 

CD 650 MB ( 74 mn) 
CD 668 MB (76 mn) 
CD 703 te (80 mn) 
CD 721 Me (82 tin) 
CD 

DVD-9 8 
DVD-9 (-R-01)8.508 
DVD-9 (+R-01) 8.5 GB 
Blue-ray 25 GB 
Blue 50 GB 

/  Reset I 

 LO 
W elr C 

3 New 
•Zo, Open... 

[71 Open empty Workspace 

1 From the main four- button toolbar, open any Podcast 
workspace. 

Tabs Workspace UHities Global Help 

2 Import Audio CO tiacks... 

DDP Image.. 

,) g rj A.6.0 Files... 
"') Batch file renaming... s 54_SandraPalme z 

06_JamesPalace Log 

CI Close I 

3 
Dee CD/OVI) 

Wn:loto 

In the Data CD/DVD window, select 
the type of media you want to use; 
you can also name the volume here. 

Med. lo'- s (.ra • 7 zi *Lone nun 113,009 

Nne 

• _I 218 _US 

1,43,wrealreel Fer-7e0ae,) 
• LI 448 lrn 

• __I 449  
• ___i 4471 

Rent 

r leg onk de not tern 
r Create CD-Extre swum 

5 Click on the Burn button. A "Write Data CD/DVD" window appears; choose the 
desired Device and Write Speed from 
their respective drop-down menus, then 
click on "OK." 

Tips • 
• Step 1: No matter which Podcast workspace you choose, you can access the burning function. 

• Step 4: The vertical bar graph toward the window's left shows how much space the files will take up 

on the media. 

• Step 5: If you want to test whether your system can burn at the desired speed without actually burning 

the media, check "Test only, do not burn." 

Loeb: 

Dcarnernts 
Dtelacp 

4 

Ctil+1 

EB 

2 
From the Podcast 
workspace Utilities 
menu, choose " Data 
CD/DVD" 
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Drag files from WaveLab 7's file 
browser, the desktop, or wherever into 
the Data CD/DVD window. 

rdErr=5111.tt 
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55% 

25% 

6 
A window appears, displaying the burning 
progress. When the job is done, "Operation was 
successful" flashes in the window. Click on "OK" 
to dismiss the window, then click on the Da -.a 
CD/DVD "Close" button to finish the process (or 
don't close, and create another backup). 
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BIG 
BOTTOM 
WITH BASS 
AMP SIMS 
There's been lots of talk about amp sims for gui-

tar, but not so much about amp sims for bass... 

stay tuned, though, because amp sims are 

arguably even more applicable to bass than to 

guitar, and here's why: 

" Basses are an octave lower than guitar, so the 

high-frequency harmonics generated by heavy 

guitar distortion—which can lead to unpleasant 

artifacts—are less of an issue, if they're an issue 

at all. 

• Guitarists are really picky about distorted tone; 

when multiple notes play simultaneously, 

intermodulation distortion needs to be pleasing— 

and emulating tube/transformer intermodulation 

distortion with sims is not easy. Bass parts often 

consist of single-note lines, making intermodulation 

distortion characteristics far less important. 

• Recording a bass amp with a mic can be a 

problem due to room acoustics, because the 

long bass waveforms tend to interact with 

non-treated rooms in undesirable ways, causing 

build-ups and suck-outs. That doesn't happen 

with sims. 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

While many amp sims designed for guitar 

include emulations specifically for bass, there 

are some bass-centric issues—are frequency-

dependent effects tuned down for bass? Can 

you create parallel effects paths easily to pre-

serve the low end? Are the virtual miking options 

suitable for bass? 

With the following sims, my primary test was to 

create a parallel patch for each one (except for 

the Ampeg SVX, which doesn't allow for parallel 

paths), consisting of a Jazz Chorus-type guitar 

amp for high frequencies, layered with a big bass 

amp sound for lower frequencies. One surprise 

was that all of them make solid, pleasing bass 

sounds with an "amp" character that you can't get 

from going direct. Another surprise was the gen-

eral accuracy of the emulations; for example, the 

various Ampeg B-15 emulations really sounded 

like a B-15. (I've logged a lot of hours with that 

sucker, so the sound is burned into my brain.) As 

a result, the sim you choose will likely have more 

to do with special features or options that may be 

important to you. Let's look at each sim, and the 

kinds of "special sauce" each offers. 
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Native Instruments Guitar Rig 4 Pro 
® Litaitiv Hiq 

.121 
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th. s au ,itage of Guita 
Riz 4's crossove - module to create separate 
aaths for high arid lcw frequencies. 

Dedicated bass simulation: GR4 includes one bass 

amp, Bass Pro. The inspiration comes from Ampeg— 

separate hi/lo boost switches, midrange tone control 

(with sweepable mid), and 9-band graphic EQ. Loading 

the amp also loads a matched cabinet with two mics 
and a dry/air slider for anbience, but you can tweak 

further by loading the Cabinets & Mics component 

instead of the default cabinet. Th.s includes a D.I. 

Option (great for bass), three SWR-based cabinets (8 x 

10", 4 x 10", and 1 x 15"), and three Ampeg-Dased 

cabs (again 8 x 10", 4 x 10", and 1 x 15"). 

Miking options: For the bass cabs, GR4 offers a 

dynamic 421, dynamic 606, dynamic 20, condenser 

47, and dynamic 7. ( I'm sure you can decipher what 

they're emulating.) This is a somewhat differert roster 

compared to the guitar cab mics, although the miking 

position options (on-axis, off-axis, far, and edge) 

remain the same, as does the ability to invert phase. 

For room sounds, GR4 includes a sophisticated con-

trol room option with multiple mics, stereo imaging, 
and choice of cabinets. 

Parallel paths: Not only can you split the signal via a 

splitter module, but even "split the splits" for more than 

two parallel paths. A crossover can split different frequen-

cies into different amp setups, so you can work with the 

low and high frequencies separately—very useful for bass. 

Dedicated bass effects: GR4 doesn't include 

dedicated bass effects. This usually doesn't matter—for 

example, the compressor doesn't care about the input 

frequency, and effects like EQ cover the bass range— 

and being able to put effects in parallel with the straight 

bass signal lets you preserve the low end, even with an 
effect like wah. Simply adding a module or two can also 

do the job—for example, if using a distortion stomp box 

instead of the bass amp's natural distortion, try adding 

EQ afterward to roll off some highs. 

Bottom line on the bottom end: The tone from 

the default Bass Pro setup is satisfying; it's tight, gives 

good growl, and sounds real. Still, those willing to ven-

ture into other cabinets and parallel setups will be richly 
rewarded—these are sounds that would be impractical to 

obtain in the real world (well, how many 8 x 10" cabs do 

you want to carry to the gig?), yet have a convincing air 

of realism. Guitar Rig 4 is the go-to sim for many guitar 

players, but don't overlook what it can do with bass. 

Price: Download $199 

Contact: www.native-instruments.com  

Line 6 POD Farm 2 

3tyle 

8 7, 10" 
cabinet. 

Dedicated bass simulation: The five dedicated bass 

amps are inspired by the usual suspects—Fender Bass-

man, Eden Traveler WT-300, Ampeg SVT and 8-15A, 

and Gallien-Kruger 80ORB. Matching cabinets include 

a 1 x 15" based on Ampeg's "flip top" B-15, a 2 x 15" 

Ashdown ABM 210T, two different 4 x 10" options 

(based on David Eden and Hartke amps), and a classic 

8 x 10" Ampeg SVT-type cab. Springing the extra bucks 

for POD Farm 2 Platinum gives you a whopping 28 

bass amps and 22 bass cabs. 

Miking options: As with most sims, Line 6 offers a 

different roster of mics for bass than for guitar: tube 47 

close, tube 47 far, 20 dynamic, and 112 dynamic. The mik-

ing positions aren't particularly flexible, but imparting a room 

sound is easy with the continuously-variable "air" parameter. 

Parallel paths: POD Farm 2 allows for two parallel 

signal chains. There are limits on how many total mod-

ules you can load, but few limitations on type—you 

could parallel two amps, two amps each with effects, 

one amp chain and one effects chain, etc. Furthermore, 

each tone has a separate blend control for DI sound, 

which includes a delay knob so you can align direct 
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and processed sounds for proper phase coherence. 

Dedicated bass effects: POD Farm 2 comes with 

emulations of the Maestro Bass BrassMaster and Sans 

Amp Bass Driver, but the sheer number of effects, and 

the ability to parallel them with dry bass, yield a huge 

number of useful bass sounds. As with the amps and 

cabs, the Platinum version is all about more: 97 effects 

instead of 29 (including a Mutron Ill model, which has 

traditionally been popular with bass), and many are gui-

tar/bass agnostic—for example, the LA-2A compressor 

emulation works with anything. 

Bottom line on the bottom end: Line 6's Gear-

Box software was limiting for bass because you couldn't 

create parallel paths; POD Farm 2 solves that problem, 

and has evolved into a primo contender for bass. I also 

feel that the amps and cabs included with the standard 

version are intended to handle the needs of the greatest 

number of players; Line 6 doesn't save the "good stuff" 

for the Platinum version, which instead offers more 

tones for hardcore tweakers. 

For me, POD Farm 2's distinguishing feature is the 

fact that it's so laden with options, there are many 

opportunities for sonic experimentation; and don't for-

get, there are excellent effects for vocals, too. 

Price: $49, Platinum $249 if you own Line 6 

hardware. For the iLok version, add $50; also comes 

included with various Line 6 interfaces. 

Contact: www.line6.com  

Waves GTR 
Dedicated bass simulation: GTR has seven dedi-

cated bass amps, with emulations of the Sadowsky bass 

preamp, Hartke 3500 solid-state amp, Ampeg B-15 

and SVT, David Eden World Tour 800, Mesa/Boogie 

400+, and a Countryman DI into a V72 preamp. The six 

cabinets include Ampeg's SVT810, SVT610, and B-15; 

other models include a Fender Bassman, David Eden 4 

x 10" cabinet, and Mesa/Boogie 1516. It seems Waves 

has tried to come up with something where every bass 

player can find at least one sound they'll love—this 

would make a great toolkit for session musicians who 

are never quite sure what kind of tone they'll be asked 

to produce. 

Miking options: Six different mics (dynamic 20, 

ribbon 122, dynamic 57, condenser 87, condenser GR, 

and coil 88) each offer two positions that sound like on-

axis and off-axis. As expected, this is a different roster 

than nnics used for the guitar amp models. 

Parallel paths: Waves takes a unique approach by 

organizing effects and amps as separate plug-ins, and 

offering several variations on amp/cabinets—mono, 
stereo, mono in/stereo out, and two parallel mono cabs. 

While the software is flexible, creating viable parallel 

paths requires copying tracks: For example, one track 

might have a chain with particular effects and an 

amp/cab combination, with another track having only 

effects, or for that matter, another chain. 

Dedicated bass effects: Waves adds a pitch shifter 

designed exclusively for bass, as pitch shifting is difficult 

enough to perform, even over a restricted frequency range. 

GTR splits the amp and pedalboard into differ-
ent plug- ins, making it easy to come up with 
complex setups and routings. 

Otherwise, you use the same effects as for guitar. 

Bottom line on the bottom end: GTR has a 

"detailed" sound quality—I particularly like the clean 

sounds, which are sweet and well-defined. I've always felt 

GTR hasn't gotten the attention it deserves, possibly 

because Waves has such a strong reputation in pro audio 

that people don't associate the company with guitarists. 

Yet GTR has the same attention to detail as Waves' other 

plug-ins; in fact, the effects are based on the same big-

bucks algorithms found in the pro products. That level of 

clarity is extremely well-suited for bass—particularly when 

you want a tight, smooth low end. 

Price: Native version $100 MSRP, $85 street; TOM 

$300 MSRP, $225 street 

Contact: www.waves.com  

Studio Devil VBA Pro 
Dedicated bass simulation: This package is dedi-

cated solely to bass, but rather than model various 

amps, VBA Pro has two relatively flexible preamp/power 

amp stages where you can vary each amp's compres-

sion, drive, EQ, and clipping. (Note that the original 

VBA is also available, with two cabs, preamp, power 

amp, and graphic EQ.) 

Miking options: VBA Pro doesn't virtualize rniking 

or mic placement; if desired, you'll need to emulate 

these effects with subsequent equalization, along with 

ambience to create room sound or " air:' 

Parallel paths: The dual-channel architecture is the 
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big feature here. Two channels, A and B, each have a com-

pressor, preamp, tone controls, power amp, and limiter. 

These are then mixed, and the mixed sound feeds various 

processors. You can treat the two channels as independ-

ent amps, or use a front-end crossover to split your signal 

between the two channels—for example, crunched low 

frequencies through one channel, and clean high frequen-

cies through the other. This gives far more sonic options 

than you might expect from a "single" amp model. 

Dedicated bass effects: VBA Pro includes a 12-

band graphic Ea, Bright and Deep tone controls, cabi-

net (8 x 10", 4 x 10", 1 x 15", and Dl), chorus, and 

reverb. By definition, these are all optimized for bass. 

Bottom line on the bottom end: As a specialized 

bass amp, VBA Pro definitely delivers the goods, and 

tol Tt =TILT(9, TII -tT CT°. TRY 

Optimized for bass, VBA Pro includes amps, 
cabs and effects, as well as a parallel-path 
architecture. 

it's particularly well-suited to deep, growling sounds. 

Price (download only): VPA Pro $99, VBA $69 

Contact: www.studiodevil.com  

IK Multimedia AmpliTube 
Dedicated bass simulation: There are four bass 

amps, 360 bass preamp, Combo 150MB, Green BA250, 

and a solid-state bass preamp. Six cabinets include two 4 

x 10", two 1 x 12", one 1 x 15", and one 1 x 18". 

Miking options: AmpliTube 3 has very evolved mik-

ing options, with two mics that you can place pretty much 

anywhere. These are drawn from six dynamic, six con-

denser, and three ribbon models. You can blend the two 

mics as desired and pan them; and two additional room 

mics offer variable width and five different room emula-

tions. (You can also throw the mics out of phase.) Overall, 

some serious—and fun—miking mischief is possible. 

Parallel paths: There are eight possible routings for 

two effects chains, including a true parallel option. It's 

also possible to mix in direct sounds from the stompbox 

section output, and this path includes a phase control so 

you can simulate the phase differences that result from 

combining direct and miked sounds. 

Dedicated bass effects: There are no dedicated 

effects for bass, but the guitar ones work well, and with 

the ability to create parallel paths, even the wahs and 

envelope filter are applicable. 

Bottom line on the bottom end: AmpliTube 3 is a 

great program with great tone, and that carries over into 

the bass models as well. You can also expand it with 

IK's Ampeg SVX sim; all of its amp, cabinet, effects, 

and mic options become available as if they were built 

into AmpliTube 3. The miking options are outstanding, 

This is a composite pictilre of the amrp and 
cab sections, whdch are normally separate 
views. There are additional views for the 
Stompbox and Rack effects sections. 

and of all the Ampeg B-15 models, AmpliTube 3 really 

nailed the distinctive "speaker flap!' Finally, an additional 

"rack effects" section is intended to provide a more 

"produced" sound. AmpliTube 3 has a huge fan base; 

listen, and you'll understand why. 

Price: $349.99 MSRP. $299 street 

Contact: wws.v.ikmultimedia.com  

IK Multimedia Ampeg SVX 
Dedicated bass simulation: Ampeg bass amp fans, 

listen up—you get emulations of the BA-500, B- 15R, 

SVT-CL, and SVT-4 Pro. Cabs include the BA-500, B- 15R, 

BXT-410H, PB-212H, SV-410H, and SVT810E. These are 

all highly realistic models; Ampeg must have been 

impressed too, as they were willing to endorse the program. 

Miking options: The six mic options are dynamic 

20, dynamic 57, dynamic 421, vintage dynamic 20, con-

denser 87, and condenser 414. There are on-axis/off-

axis and near/far switches, as well as a 

continuously-variable slider for ambience. 

Parallel paths: While there's no parallel path for 

adding a separate cabinet, a separate stomp box 

"direct" path can bypass the amp and cabinet, and mix 
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As with Am 31iTube 3, this is a comp,. . e pic-
ture... and you cotta love those graph-ics. 

into the final output with variable level and phase. 

Dedicated bass effects: SVX shines here. Effects include overdrive, octave 

divider (yes!), chorus, delay, bass wah, compressor, envelope filter with the appropri-

ate frequencies for bass, and volume pedal. These effects are far from an afterthought, 

and add major flexibility to an already flexible plug-in. 

Tone: I'm a fan of IK's taste in guitar tone, and their taste in bass tone is also 

exemplary. It's funky without being sloppy, tight without being overly clean, and musi-

cal. Their cabinet emulation mojo seems particularly strong, and the effects are the 

icing on the cake. 

Bottom line on the bottom 

end: Ampeg SVX also put some 

thought into stand-alone mode, as 

there's a file player/phrase trainer 

with variable speed and pitch, as 
well as settable loop points— 

very cool for practicing. But the 

main attraction here is the 

sound, and there's a reason 

why so many studios back in the 

day had Ampeg amps sitting 

around for visiting bass players: 

They sound fabulous, and IK has 

done them justice. 

Price: $229.99 MSRP, $200 

street 

Contact: www.ikmultimedia.com 

Peavey ReValver Mk III 
Dedicated bass simulation: ReValver offers two amps, Matchbox and Basic 100, 
designed to work with both guitar and bass. The Basic 100 has individual channels for 

guitar and bass; the bass channel has different gain and tone stacks, as well as a 
"deep" switch to alter the bass tone control's frequency range. The Basic 100 preamp 

anc power amp are also available as separate modules, so you can "mix and match" 

various preamps and power amps. 

ReValver offers two cabinet technologies—a convolution-based model that devours 

CPU but sounds fabulous, and a more conventional (but very flexible) Speaker Con-

struction Set The difference is like the difference between convolution reverb and syn-

thesized reverb. The convolution version offers six speaker cabinet impulses 

specifically tor bass, while the SCS lets you "build" your own cabinet with three slid-

ers for dimensions (width, height, ard depth), eight different speaker types, and a 

choice of one, two, or four speakers in the cabinet. 

Miking options: The convolution speakers each have impulses taken with four 

mics—except for the jazz model, which has one. The mics differ from model to model. 

The Speaker Construction Set offers six different mics, but 20 different models, as 

sone are available with different polar patterns or bass cuts. There are also separate 

sliders for distance from speaker (up to 25 inches), distance from cone (straight-on to 

edge), and when run in stereo—which adds a second virtual mic—you can also set the 

angle between the two mics. 

Parallel oaths: ReValver uses a rack paradigm and offers a splitter module, mak-

ing it easy to create a parallel path. However, you can't split a split. 

Dedicated bass effects: There are no effects designed specifically for bass, but 

the BassBox might as well have been—it produces a wonderful, smooth type of distor-
tion that works extremely wel with bass. 

Bottom line on the bottom end:: The ability to create all kinds of different 
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cabinets, and run them in parallel, gives 

ReValver a suitability for bass that it might 

not have otherwise. You can create any-

thing from very clean, straightforward 

bass sounds to highly processed ones. 

Not only is ReValver flexible on the 

surface, but you can tweak the amps to 

the point of changing output transformer 

characteristics, substituting tubes, chang-

ing the power supply voltage, setting the 

amount of amp feedback, and more. It's 

really pretty mind-boggling, but if you have 

the patience to experiment (you can't lis-

ten to tweaks in real time; you have to 

tweak, listen, tweak, listen, etc.), you can 

come up with almost any tone or the 

planet—including bass. 

Price: $299.99 MSRP, $250 street 

Contact: www.peavey.com  

Parallel Lines 
Being able to create parallel signal paths is important with bass, because many 

bassists use guitar effects that aren't "tuned" for bass. For example, most enve-

lope-followed filters optimize the frequency range for guitar, so putting bass 

through it kills the lows. But put that filter in parallel with the bass, and you'll over-

lay the cool filtery effect on the bass's low end. 

You can create parallel paths in any DAW by copying a bass track, then 

instantiating another set of plug-ins. However, I like sims with built-in parallel 

path options, because you can simply save one sim preset and have everything 

ready for recall at any time. DAWs offer a workaround if they can create and 

save track presets or effects chains (i.e., particular configurations of effects and 

tracks as a single entity). While somewhat more difficult to set up in the first 

place, once you've saved your track preset you can recall it as desired. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Really, there isn't a loser among any of these products; as many of these programs are on 

their third or fourth generation, the companies have had time to nail down their emulations. 

However, there are some differences that may sway you one way or another. Note that 

most of these have demo versions available, so you can check them out before committing. 

AmpliTube 3 can integrate other IK products, making it more of a "modular" setup 

that can be expanded with IK's Fender and Ampeg sims. The tone is outstanding, and 

if you also play guitar, being able to expand the system is a strong point. The miking 

options are intuitive and effective. If you want bass and only bass, Ampeg SVX deliv-

ers great bass sounds; but some might find that it's worth getting AmpliTube 3 and 

Ampeg SVX because of the greater range of tones. 

POD Farm 2 also allows for expansion by purchasing the Platinum pack, which gives 

it an edge in the "sheer number of stuff" category. The vocal preamps are a plus if you 

work with voice. POD Farm 2 also breaks down various aspects of the program into 

"elements," and instantiating just these can save on CPU power; and of course, Line 6 

has been at the modeling game a long time, so they have the tone thing down. 

For sonic mad scientists, Guitar Rig 4 offers features like splits within splits, the 

crossover module, multiple modulation sources, etc. These may not be as applica-

ble to bass as they are to guitar, but they open up opportunities for bassists that 

other programs don't offer. Couple that with attractive pricing, and GR4 is 
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extremely cost-effective. 

ReValver MkIll falls into a similar cate-

gory as GR4, as you can dive really deep 

into the options. However, ReValver is the 

only modeler that lets you tweak down to 

the level of individual components. This can 

be pretty daunting, but the versatility is out-

standing, and you can actually create your 

own tones rather than having to rely on the 

ones that come with the software. 

VBA Pro is the least flexible of the 

bunch, but has the appeal of solid sound 

quality, ease of use, and transparency for 

the "I just want to play music" crowd. 

Despite the seeming simplicity, though, 

the options are well-thought-out, and pro-

vide a wide range of tonal variations given 

the number and scope of controls. If you 

don't need the bells and whistles of guitar 

and other processing, VBA Pro focuses in 

on bass players like a laser. 

Finally, Waves GTR has a unique, 

detailed sound quality that's subjectively 

different from most other sims. It's a very 

subtle difference, but works very well for 

bass. GTR also allows for multiple routing 

choices due to the amp/pedalboard sepa-

ration, although it takes a little more effort 

to copy tracks to take advantage of this. 

I've also found that while Waves doesn't 

really push this point, their effects are emi-

nently applicable to vocals, drums, and 

the like; they don't sound that different 

from the effects in their pro apps. 

I'd love to be able to say "One particu-

lar sim is definitely the best for bass,'' but 

after spending quality time with all these 

sims and my BecVar bass, I have to say 

that they're as different as ... well, real 

amps. They have their own unique 

features and qualities, and judging those 

kinds of factors gets really subjective, 

really fast, depending on your particular 

needs. Your best option is to take advan-

tage of the free trials and demos, and find 

out which sim works optimally for you. ea 

Get th 
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create 

More Online! 
@eqmag.com/february2011 
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SOUNDS BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

EastWest: The Dark Side 

First, this virtual instrument isn't all all that dark; it's more about power and genre-breakage. Sec-

ond, there are many ways to do an industrial/lo-fi collection wrong—substituting sludge for distor-

tion, weirdness for musicality, or not realizing there's a thin line between "dirty" and "useless!' The 

Dark Side skillfully avoids these traps, yielding a collection of drums, bass, guitar, ethnic, keys, 

instruments with FX, percussion, and other sounds that are darkly transcendent, yet muscular. 

Based on the Play engine, The Dark Side requires a decent computer (32/64-bit, Mac/Win-

dows, at least dual-core). The steam punk GUI incorporates several valuable processing options; 

many sounds that initially didn't grab me graduated to first-call with a little filtering and some delay. Overall, the complement of con-

trols is Spartan, yet effective. 

You could base entire songs around this library, but the sounds are equally applicable—if not more so—to adding specific sounds 

to an existing production. Lacking a N IN-type bass? Need drums that vaporize the air around them? Done. 

I didn't know what to expect from this library, but this is more than the title implies: It's expertly crafted, and never strays from 

a core musicality. 

Contact: EastWest, www.soundsonline.com  

Format: Six DVD-ROMs, 37.4GB total content; VST/AU/RTAS/standalone; requires iLok 

List price: $395 

Sony: White Rabbit Asylum 

The door to the vault opens. This is where, as legend has it, a portal bridges to another dimension—maybe good, 

maybe evil. An eerie, pulsating light shines in the corner .... a ghost? An angel? Harriet falls to the ground, over-

come by the presence of something neither she nor Nick fully understands—yet. The screen fades to black, as 

the image of a small, pale child appears in the darkness. 

"Well, can you score that scene?" "Sure—I just got White Rabbit Asylum!" 

And that's pretty much all you need to know. Whether scoring a special on alien abductions, providing the 

soundtrack to a theme park's Halloween ride, or adding truly strange atmospheric elements to scarier-than-

average chill, with this set, you indeed go down the rabbit hole—and find there's an asylum at the other end. 

In typical Sony fashion, this is about a collection of well-Acidized loops as opposed to construction kits. Files are loosely 

organized into folders of related sounds (e.g., Dark String Scenes), but you need to spend time auditioning the files to fully 

explore this library. 

White Rabbit Asylum fills a unique role—and yes, you will be able to take the movie-scoring gig presented at the beginning. 

Contact: Sony Creative Software, www.sonycreativesoftware.com  

Format: Two CD-ROMs with 1.2GB (470 loops) of Acidized WAV files and some one-shots; 24-bit, 44.1 kHz 

List price: $69.95 

Ueberschall: Glam Rock 
Glam Rock is a ' 70s time machine—think T.Rex, Gary Glitter, Bowie, etc.—arranged into four sections: 19 construc-

tion kits with three drums/bass/guitar variations per kit, 18 break parts, 16 intros, and 10 collections of additional 

rhythm guitar, solo guitar, bass, and organ licks. The loops are deconstructed into individual looped parts (including 

dry and room drums) that map across a keyboard; this gives the option within a DAW environment to program 

parts, or play them in real time. 

The loops play back via Ueberschall's Elastik audio engine, which offers pitch/time stretching, per-loop filter-

ing, reverse, stand-alone operation, and other features. While not the only possible workflow, the more I use 

Elastik, the more I like to combine improvised playing with bouncing loops to audio, which I can then drag around an arrangement. 

The playing nails the glam musical genre, but the production quality is bigger and more in tune with today's musical aesthetics. 

As a result, individual loops can slide easily into various types of rock music. This is definitely a speciaized library—but Glam Rock 

accomplishes what it sets out to do, and then some. 

Contact: Ueberschall, www.ueberschall.com  

Format: DVD-ROM, 1.95GB content (1,262 loops 

and samples); VST/AU/RTAS/standalone 

List price: $109.99 

41rit 

Listen to demos of 
these sound libraries 

More Online! eqmag.comifebruary2011 
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SPECIAL ADVERT iSING SECTION MARKETPLACE 

Mara  aleal11111er  

ACOUSTIC DreUhri SuFTINmed 
built-in mixing and premium FX 

Groove engine with over 1500 patterns 

a selection of the best BFD2 sounds 

presets for many genres to get you started 

wide selection of expansion libraries 

upgrade path from BFD Eco to BFD2! 

Free! Greatest Hits Vol. 1 
worth $99 with every 
BFD Eco purchase 
While stocks last 

GHV1 is a collection of 
kits from the world class 
BFD range 

For more info contact 

your FXpannion dealer. 

test Hits Volt 
# 

STREAMLINED.FUN.AFFORDABLE 
FXpansion USA, Inc. 

831-440-3578 
ussales@fxpansion.com 

High-end acoustics for 
serious professionals 

I ---

IN-EAR MONITORS 

REALTRAPS is the premier manufacturer of 
high performance acoustic treatment. Our 
products are used by famous engineers and 
producers including Bob Katz. Ban-y Gibb, 
Charles Dye, Tony Maserati. Nile Rodgers. 
Bob Clearmountain, Butch Vig, and many 
others. Whether you're a seasoned pro, or a 
hobbyist who wants the best acoustics 
possible. REALTRAPS has the ideal solution. 

Please see our web site for a wealth 
of product information, demo videos, 
and amazingly clear explanations of 
acoustics and room treatment. 

www. REALTRAPS.com 

Call Toll-Free: 866-732-5872 

RTAS eit 

INDIE 
SPECIAL 

1000 CDs in DIGIPAKS 
Only 99( each!! 

1000 CDs in MINI JACKETS 
Only 79‹ each!! 

1000 CDs in JEWEL CASES 
•4-P-entrtray-d Only 89( each!! 

theNi ti rig 

PL 010f- IT 
DIRECT 

All packages include Aar pnnting, shrink wrap 8. 3-ccior silks,, end disc 

259 W. :,0th St., FR NY 10001 
TOLL FREE: 1-8)3-815-3444 212-695-0530 

WWW PLAY-ITDIFECT.COM 
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Create your all-in-one MOTU studio 
Run DP7 on the latest updated 

multicore iMacs, add a MicroBook 

for studio-grade audio I/O, then 

customize your system with the 

latest desktop studio technology. 

Apple iMac 
The ultimate all-in-one. Turbocharged. 
With new Dual-core Intel Core i3 and Core i5, and quad-

core Core i5 and Core i7 processors, plus advanced graphics, 

the new iMac is the fastest, most powerful iMac yet. New 

Turbo Boost technology dynamically increases the speed 

of available cores for processor-intensive applications 

like Digital Performer, virtual instruments, and effects 

plug- ins for extra performance on demand — in an 

all- in-one computer that's as beautiful as it is powerful. 

XLR mic cable adapter 
is included. 

Digital Performer 7 
'Plasma' theme 

MOTU MicroBook 
Studio-grade I/O that fits in your pocket 
Welcome to studio-grade personal recording that fits in 

your pocket. Plug in your iMac, mic, guitar, keyboard, 

speakers, and iPod, and enjoy pristine audio performance 

that rivals expensive interfaces costing hundreds more. 

You get all the I/O you need for a complete personal studio. 

Shure KSM44A 
Large-diaphragm, multi-pattern condenser mic 
The flagship of the KSM line — and the new must-have mic for any MOTU studio. 

The KSM44A is a go-to mic you can count on for great results in just about 

any DP project, with extended frequency response specially tailored for critical 

studio vocal tracking. The dual-diaphragm design lets you select among 

cardioid, omnidirectional, or figure-8 pickup patterns. 
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Expert advice 

McDSP Emerald Pack v5 
Premium plug-in processing for DP7 
McDSP's world-renowned emulations of vintage equalizers, 

compressors, tape machines, and channel amplifiers, combined 

with custom console modeling, and the latest technology in 

convolution reverb and mastering limiters, are now available for 

Digital Performer 7 in the AU-compatible Emerald Pack v5. 

Winner of a 2009 Electronic Musician magazine Editors' Choice! 

BIAS Peak Pro 6 
Mastering, restoration, and delivery for DP7 

Whether you're a musician, a sound designer, an audio editor, a multimedia 

producer, or a mastering engineer, Peak Pro 6 offers more creative potential than 

ever before. Used side-by-side or launched directly from within DP7, Peak Pro 6 

offers comprehensive restoration, mastering, and delivery tools to streamline your 

workflow with industry-renowned sonic quality and precision. Peak LE and Peak 

Pro XT are also available — call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer today! 

UY NOW FOR 
FREE UPGRADE 
TOPEAK STUDIO? 

AUDIO, 

MI IN 
MI ail 
ow NW 

7111 Rua 

nollo 

Genelec 8040A 
Active bi-amplified studio monitor 

Wth performance comparable to much larger systems, but in a 

compact package, the bi-ampleied Genelec 8040A is ideal for 

use in many MOTU studio situations where wide frequency 

response is needed but space is limited. Use the 8040A for 

near-field monitoring in project/home studios, edit bays, broadcast 

and TV control rooms, and mobile productior vehicles. 

Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer today 

for expert, up-to-the-minute advice regarding 

every aspect of your MOTU desktop stuoio. 

No one knows MOTU better that Sweetwater! 

III Value Added 

Reseller 
Professional AIA10 

Music Instruments 8z Pro Audio 

(800) 222-4700 
vvvvvv.sweetwatencorn 

„) rim 
NO MINIMUM PUFICHASE 

011110•• ORPIP carucru FOR eire» 



CLRSSIFIEDS 

CATEGORIES 

MIXING/MASTERING 

EDUCATION/TUTORIALS 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

DUPLICATION 

ACCESSORIES 

Buying or selling instruments through our Classified Ads offers 

you convenience, a big marketplace, and a wide range of 

instruments and prices However, buying mail-order does have 

it drawbacks, roo. EQ Magazine suggest the following guidelines 

to help the buyer and the seller in these transactions: 1) Get a 

written description of the instrumentshould include the serial 

number 2)Get front and back photos of the instrument. 3) Get 

a written purchase agreement, with a 24-hour approval clause 

allowing the buyer to return the instrument for a full refund if 

it does not meet his/her reasonable expectations. 

MIXING/ MASTERING 

gilt CUSTOM DRUM 
TRACKS 

BY RYAN HOYLE OF 
COLLECTIVE *SOUL 
AND Paul Rodgers 

into@ryanhoyle.com 
www.livedrumtracks.com 

GIVE YOUR SONGS THE POWER OF REAL DRUMS 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound...Guaranteed! 
Located in New York $475 toMplete 

Serving the U.S. Albt1111 Deal! 
Since 1989 

Z] 1 -800-692-1 21 0 
www.musichousemastering.com 

EDUCF1113N/1111DIelLS 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
0-4LINE 

`”?' 

• 

81 ,1 4611,, Ave San Fmnosco CA 94121 

COURSE 
BRAND NEW online 
preens& training in 
Muntdreck Recording. 
Join our suecesslui 

Working graduates or FREE INFO 

St"" lo ... i .. 
Opiene/Careerguedance 

%watered Sewed werien 

wwwitudiolnatitute.com 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS Sk SERVICES 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 
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SOUND BOOT „C : THE OLYMPWS 

423-585-58278-168 
www.whisperroom.com 

Acoustics First 
N=888-765-2900 

5011110 MN 1115E WWI 

: www.acoasticsfirst.com 

cafepress.com/musicplar-net 

"Bringing your sound to .ife!" 

Ac-ustics 

Quail Treatments 

Neutrik Sale 
GreenDot•Nashville 

• Over 550 Stock Items 
• Ultra Fast Shipment 
• Best Price per Quote 
• Inventory Posted Online 

Phone: 615-366-5964, Email: 
greendotaudio@bellsouth.net 

www.greendotaudio.com 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
MEDIA GROUP i World Me dta Group Compam 

Ir 1000 
RETAIL 
READY 
CDS 

eie71-61 

1000 
RETAIL 
READY 
DVDS 
ONLY 

$990! 
TOLL FREE 1 -8004804073 WWW.CRYSTALCLEARCDS.COM 

CD • EIVII • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 

G4 Ep orEeesLiacmv act1 www.eqmag.com 



SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT 

Taiko Edition 
Nine Volt Audio 
Now Available 
Taiko Edition bring the power and thunder of 
Japanese drums to the REX, Stylus RMX, ACID 
and Apple Loop formats Perfect for scoring an 
epic clash, chase scene, or conqueror's anthem! 
$10 off with coupon code " EQ". 
SRP: $99.99 
www.ninevoltaudiO.COM 

+4dB BALANCED XLR 
OUTPUTS TO MIXER 

-10dB IPOCI OUT TO 
RADIAL i+4 INPUTS 

Radial J+4 Stereo -10dB to +4dB Line Driver 
By Radial Engineering 
Now available 
Converts consumer level unbalanced high-impedance signals to +4dB for 
broadcast, recording or live applications. Transformer isolated active 
buffered circuit delivers >95dB signal-to-noise and eliminates hum and 
buzz from ground loops. 
SRP $220 USD 
vwvw.radialeng.com 
604-942-1001 

WOOD 

INSTALLED 

\ 
411111111W 

DIFFUSION 

\mme/ 
ABSORPTION 

ASC-COOLTRAP Absorption/Dilfusion 
Modular Sound Panels 
ASC-TubeTrap 
Now Available 
Convert any room or space into a professional sounding studio. 
Diffuse/Absorb reflections; take the room out of the mic and 
mix. Great for ADR, VO, foley, narration work and vocal booths. 
Develop ambiance out of slap-back in control and live rooms. 
SRP: $31 each, sets of 16, (fabric finish, wood extra) 
www.acousticsciences.corn 
800-ASC-TUBE (272-8823) 

SonicPrint TM Acoustical 
Panels w/EcolechTM 
Auralexne Acoustics, Inc. 
Now Available 
Make any recording or mix environment look 
and perform its best. SonicPrinfm, with EcoTechTm 
recycled acoustical material, is available in over 500 
stock immes or with your own personal photos. 
SRP: $179.99 and up 
www.auralex.com/sonicprint 
800-959-3343 

To advertise in this section contact; Contessa Abono at 650-238-0296 cabono@musicplayer.com www.earnag.com 10.1.11•11111.1APIV 111011 65 



MAUREEN DRONEY BY SARAH JONES 

Senior Executive Director, 
The Recording Academy Producers & Engineers Wing 

The 53rd Annual GRAMMY Awards airs live on CBS 

from me Staples Center in Los Angeles on Sunday, Feb-

ruary 13. Always a technically masterful show with more 

than a dozen live performances, its highly sophisticated, 

surround-on-the-fly audio is nothing short of mind-bog-

gling—due in part because the sound product:on is over-

seen by veteran members of The Recording Academy's 

Producers & Engineers Wing. So with GRAMMY season 

upon us, we tnought we'd get caught up on the P&E 

Wing's latest industry outreach efforts, and learn more 

about what it means to be a member. 

Why was the P&E Wing created? 

The Recording Academy, which is the membership 

organization that puts on the GRAMMY Awards, has 

about 20,000 members. A third of them—half the vot-

ing membership—are producers and/or engineers. 

Many of them are very active in the Academy. They're 

also extremely passionate about sound quality and 

technology—areas that are fundamentally important to 

the overall Academy. Since P&E Wing members have 

special expertise in those areas, it made sense to 

have a membership division that could provide support 

Learn mue about the 
Performanze Raghts Act 

M 

Get intonation about 
the Coltent Greatlr 
Data application 

More Online! eqmag.comlfebruary2011 

for issues and initiatives related to audio. worked 

out pretty well—the Wing is celebrating its 10th 

anniversary this year! 

What kinds of benefits does the P&E 

Wing offer members? 

As producer/engineer Ed Cherney, a founding member 

of the Wing, has said, " It's not about what the P&E Wing 

can do for you. It's about what you can do for your indus-

try!' There are benefits, of course, from being able to vote 

in the GRAMMY Awards to discounts on software, hard-

ware, trade shows, and conferences. But the biggest 

benefit the Wing offers is that it's an advocate for the 

interests of people who work behind the scenes. 

How does the Wing advocate for the 

recording community? 

A good example is the way we worked with Shure, lob-

bying the FCC to protect spectrum space for wireless 

microphones. The Wing also supports the 

Performance Rights Act. We advocate for proper credit-

ing of content creators, and to that end, we've supported 

the development of an open-standard recording-meta-

data schema and collection application called CCD 

(Content Creator Data) developed by BMS/Chace and 

the Library of Congress. 

What are the Wing's plans for 2011? 

We're working with audio educators and manufacturers 

regarding technical best practices, and to promote the 

use of the CCD app—again, related to open standards 

for metadata, which will facilitate proper crediting. We're 

looking into ways to work with other groups like IMSTA 

to combat audio software piracy, something that's having 

a devastating effect on companies that are important to 

our industry. And as always, we're working to educate 

people that sound matters! 

Why is it important to be involved in 

The Recording Academy community? 

Everyone in this profession who cares about our industry 

should be a member of The Recording Academy—not 

only to take part in the GRAMMY Awards process, but 

also to have a voice; to share ideas, express concerns, 

and work together to preserve the integrity of the music 

industry, so that it can evolve and grow. We are a power-

ful force in shaping the future of this industry. S3 
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HEADPHONES FOR 

CRITICAL LISTENING. 

AND 

CRITICAL LISTENERS. 

www.shure.com 

SRH24C 

. Recording. Mixing. Monitoring. Whatever you're up to, Shute Professional 
Headphones are up to the challenge. With even, accurate sound across 
, an extended frequency range, they deliver everything you need to get it 
right. And a lightweight design will keep you listening comfortably from 
the first take to the ' ast. Learn more at Shure.com. 

SHEIgE 
LEGENDARY 

PERFORMANCE' ©2011 Shure Incorporate° 



Turn your Phone into a full blown 
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SYNTH STATION 25 
Keyboard Controller for ¡Phone and iPod Touch 

SynthStation25 turns your iPhone or iPod touch into a full-fledged musical instrument when 

combined with the SynthStation app or other music apps* (sold separately). The SynthStation 

app gives you three fully editable multi-oscillator virtual analog synthesizers and an onboard 

drum Kit. Perform live using real synth-action keys or compose on the go with the onboard 

step i;equencer and upload the files to your computer for turner tweaking. You can even plug 

SvnthStation 25 into your computer via USB and turn your iPhone or iPod touch into a 

MIDI-controllable sound module. 

Produce music anywhere with SynthStation25. 

'n U9C app:4 other than SynthStation will need to be updated lo support SynthStalibn25 Creek with your iarorrte am p veedor hr details 

irton2. Pod and Junes are traderneks of Aople Inc, registered in the US and oh.« countries 

AKAIPRO COM 

=nR ' P MTH A-</'H 

SYNTH STATION 
Music Proclucvion App for .Phone and Pod Touch 

Now Available on Mines 


